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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
The editor/publisher of Ltoerty 8e(/ does not necessarily agree with each and
evoty article In this magazine, nor does he subscribe to ail conclusions arrived at
by various writers; however, he does endeavor to permit the exposure of Ideas
suppressed by tfie controlled news media of this country,
It is, therefore, In the best tradition of America and of free men everywhere that
Liberty Betl strivestogive free reign to ideas, for Utimately It Is Ideas which rule
the world and determine both the content and structure of our Western culture.
We believe that we can and will diange our society for the better. We declare our
tong-hekt view that no institution or government created by men, for men, Is
Invlolabie, IncofruptiWe, and not subject to evolution, change, or replacement by
the will of an Informed people,
To this we dedicate our lives and our work. No effort Will be spared and no Idea
will be allowed to go unexpressed if
think It will benefit the Thinking People,
not only of Amerka, but Ihe endre world,
Geoige P. Oetz, Editor & Publisher

The Plot Against Suspicion
from the (former)

Prof

A recent front-page A P column in the local paper discusses the
phenomenon of an "Angry America". The day's centerpiece is a
photo of an Idaho couple looking out a window on which is pasted
the sticker "If We Can't Reform It, We W i l l Overdirow It!", .\n everso-concerned reporter is conducting an interview with them in order
to arrive at some rational diagnosis of their anger.
These folk offer him a seat on a milkbox and proceed to explain
their discontent. What are they upset about? Withlittle bother of direct quote, he plays middleman for the reader and runs down a smug
litany of their fears—of government, of bankers, of Jews, of Democrats, of Republicans ... O f course, he reflects, this "paranoid" need to
find a scapegoat is nothing new. The reader is left to draw his own assessment.
This effort to ridicule white anger, to analyze and pathologize it,
as it were, is itself nothing new. It has played throughout my own
lifetime (more than four decades) and continues on a daily basis.
These days, and i n the wake of such things as the Oklahoma City
bombing and the militia movement, scarcely a day passes without
some liberally educated columnist making wry observations about deluded conspiracy buffs (on a par, we are encouraged to think, with
flat-earthers and U F O abductees) and illiterate gun-toting anarchists.
The caricature, in fact, is not a total lie. Were die truth admitted,
a fair number of the right-wing types—certain elements within the
broad run of tax protesters, weekend soldiers of fortune, and so on—
really do fit the stereotype. Some are ne'er-do-wells who would not fit
with any system, no matter what its nature. They are rebels with no
cause but that of post-adolescent delinquency, self-willed losers who
do not like being "shoved around", as they see it, by those above
diem (i,e., by just about everyone), and being required to actually pay
for the governmental services that they consume. They take easily to
the norion of high-level plot because it provides them with an excuse.
If a theory about "Jews", or "bankers", or "the feds" will do the job,
diey are all for it.
But it is anodier question whether or not there exists some truth
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amidst this noise. The fact that some misfits have joined the chorus
does not mean that the lyric is false. Granted, there is litde sympathy
for their cry in the popular media. But are these media themselves to
be trusted? Liberal critics, I notice, are having a good time these days
with the fears of these folk. Invariably these disenfranchised elements
are white. Thus they are also "racist". They suspect mischief behind
the scenes. Thus they are also "paranoid". What are their allegations?
For one, that the government is not to be trusted. They feel also that
"big money" controls its actions. They maintain that their tax money
is being misappropriated. In particular, we are told, they repeat "that
old canard" of Jewish conspiracy in media.
Is it wrong, is it paranoid, or in some way sick or irrational, to
suppose that there is some truth in allegations of this kind? If wouldbe analysts wanted a fresh insight into the problem, they might consider for a moment the one possibility that they always exclude from
the start, namely, that certain members of this redneck contingent are
actually on to something.
Having examined the facts, I submit the hypothesis that the basic
perception of these folk is not crazy, after all—that they are on to the
fact, real and frightening, that the system is no longer ours. I contend
that this system has no allegiance to truth or to justice; that it no
longer serves, or cares about, those of us who are of white European
extraction; that its controllers fully intend to turn the United States of
America, when all is said and done, into a third-world country at our
expense. I believe, furthermore, that the guilty parries can be found,
without too much trouble, within the blood-related industries of
mass media and federal government. And I believe that this dispossession of our folk is no accident, no error of judgment or misguided liberalism, but that it is being accomplished with design and with
knowing malice. This process, I claim, is being carried out daily by a
small number of persons, broadly united by various cross-ties of outlook and ethnicity,who hold the reins of our mass media, and so also
of our political process. I am convinced that they fully intend to destroy us and all that we hold good and decent. T o this extent I am
saying that there exists a conspiracy.
The hypodiesis will be laughed at by most. But I look at the facts,
and I am hard pressed to finfl-anodicr explanation. What are we told
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in the media? Is this message accurate? Is it in the service of truth?
Were I to accept it, I would have to conclude that white heterosexual
males are the world's worst huhian beings, and that blacks are its
most intelligent. I would have to think also that Jews were its least
fortunate and its most virtuous. When I turn from this theatre to the
real world, I find something absolutely different.
What accounts for this discrepancy? H o w can the message be
wrong with such perfect consistency? Why is its error never corrected?
How can it turn vital facts of life upside down, day in and day out,
without refutation? Why do I see stifled every effort within the mainstream of media and education to tell an opposing story? I then ask
who owns and produces this obscene fiction. I find that almost without exception the controlling force is Jewish. Is this fact not conspicuous? H o w can an ethnic-feligious minority of some 2,9% of the
nation own or control virtually every major film company, television
network, and book, magazine and newspaper publishing house that
operates within it? And why does no source in the mainstream tell the
racial story that life has told me? I look at the hard and tightening
grip on these sources, and I am compelled to think that this little ruling clique does tiot want the truth to be told.
In calling this state of affairs a conspiracy, I am not suggesting
that all Jews, or all those in key positions of power, are somehow involved in a single collaboration. I do not imagine that they all gather
together in secret at any given time to engineer this program, or that
there exists some particular shared plan that unites all of them against
all of us. Nor do I imagine that all Jews carry on amicable relations
with each other—often, of course, they are mutual competitors, and
ruthless ones, at that. What I do believe, just the same, is that there
exist broad demographic patterns of behavior within this nation. And
some of those patterns, I contend, involve a cumulative aggression by
one group against another. T o cite one case, the acquisition of media:
I believe that it is possible for a small group of persons, united by ties
of background and sensibility, creating its own inroads and enjoying
die advantage of mutual support, to gradually gain control of the devices of mass communication and to use them, either honestly or dishonestly, to their own advantage. If this group is alien to those
around it, if it harbors a resentment, if it has in it an impulse to hurt,
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exploit, and humiliate these outsiders, then ic will employ those devices i n ways that work to those outsiders' detriment.
A n d this, I must believe, is exactly what has happened. Jews, as a
matter o f verifiable fact, are i n near-complete control of the media.
They are also, on average, keenly aware o f the long, old, and mutual
hostility that has existed between themselves and the majority folk of
white European descent. T h i s awareness is not shared by most of
these latter at the present time, and Jews (while diey work deliberately
in their self-interest to perpetuate it) are contemptuous of this racial
innocence. Hence their use of die term goyim (catde) to refer to us,
and dieir sheer indifference to die lie that they tell and die pain diat
they cause by their abuses. T h e i r current strongholds i n media, finance, and education (and consequently, as well, in the field of public
office) give them the leverage to do what they want, and to create virtually any "truth" they desire. Their exploitation of these resources, as
best I can ascertain it, knows no scruple.
Once more, I do not insist that all Jews share direcdy i n this action. The greater number of Jews are not in the business of media, or
anywhere near it. I do not claim, either, that any given Jew i n the
reader's immediate acquaintance must conform to the sketch that is
offered i n this article. W h a t I maintain is that an absurdly narrow
ethnic monopoly exists, and so that the message of the mainstream
reflects, i n some broad fashion, and in rather wild disproportion, the
general wants, likes, and sensibilities o f this ethnic group at the expense of any and all others. Jews, on the whole, perceive themselves
(not without cause) as being superior to other groups i n certain respects, and this attitude colors dieir dealings with us. Furthermore,
they are steeped from birth i n an ideology that makes of them both
Chosen People and history's endless victims. A greater share of life's
good things, as they see it, is their birthright. (If this belief is not a
part of their doctrine, it is at least a part of their common attitude.)
By and large, they dislike Aryans (persons, that is, of our own N o r t h ern and Western European line of descent), and so wish to shape the
worid i n ways that will subordinate our needs to theirs. T o this end
they employ their control of media, and the result is what we read,
hear, and watch i n the course of a day. This result is laden with the
ideological flavor of its producers. It is, of necessity, inimical to our
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own well-being. It is for this reason that decent Aryans (while not
f u l l y understanding the dynamics involved) are vaguely and yet
deeply offended by so m u c h of what they see i n popular entertainment.
W h a t unites the enterprises o f mass media, it appears to me, is
not so much a single blueprint for conquest, but a sheer and visceral
dislike of what is A r y a n . T h i s hatred is not simple, for it is c o m pounded by a bitter admiration of both the spirit and the outward
beauty of distinctly Aryan peoples. The average Jewish male, in point
of fact, is obsessed w i t h the innate splendor o f a N o r d i c w o m a n .
H i m s e l f a poor physical specimen, psychically torn, prone often as
not to fetish and perversion, he cannot w i n her by natural means. H i s
attitude toward her and her folk is at once an envy and an aversion, a
basic lust and loathing that saturates his own thought, and that saturates in turn every film, every article, every snickering "situation comedy" that plays i n the market o f his kinsmen. Facility, wit, wealth,
influence—^these he is apt to have i n abundance. If so, he will employ
his resources with near-perfect regularity to the acquisition of this fair
prize—a N o r d i c woman, or, i f he is so inclined, a N o r d i c man. I he
has celebrity status—a position, say, i n film, movie, publishing, or
theater—-his behavior w i l l aim nearly always i n the same direction.
Such is his nature diat he will use his position to both consume and
defile this treasure, to enjoy It i n his bedroom, to flaunt it in public as
his supreme material possession, while at the same time furthering
every public cause that will bring about its long-term genetic ruin. A t
the core of his own diseased soul is a w i l l to confiise, to unsettle, to
pervert and destroy. T o this end he will not spare a lie. H e knows, for
example, that interracial violence (and sexual violence especially) Is
nearly always black-on-white. H e derives a twisted amusement from
planting the reverse notion i n the minds and hearts of his audience.
H e revels i n the promotion of interracial romance, and i n his portrayal of the white man as die eternal dupe of a falsely heroic black rival.
W h a t I have said i n diis brief discussion will sound very strange
to die innocent reader—that bright and Inquiring young college student, for one—^who still trusts the sources of the mainstream. H e will
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react to some of my pronouncements in much the way that I myself
did in reading, for example, Eustace Mullins' terse little history of the
Jews ("hysterically anti-Semitic" was my college-educated pronouncement) some years ago as my introduction to racially conscious literature. He will think me "prejudiced", "hatefiil", "over-generalizing".
M y view will be labeled "extremist" by the sources to which he turns
for an educated opinion. A n d until Reality deals him a few hard
knocks, he will think this enough to setde the matter. The years will
pass, and he will make his way in the world like a fish in bad water, ill
at ease in his environment yet oblivious to its foul condition because
he cannot as yet see it from the outside. This I understand. For this
reason I ask him not to believe what I am saying, but merely to think
about it. Why is it, young reader, that you hear so often about Jewish
control of media? (Or are you so protected from reality that even this
accusation is foreign to you?) Why do you never hear about the control of media, say, by the Welsh, or the Nepalese, or the Navajo Indians? This question ought to occur to you, and you ought to pursue it
if you really wish to penetrate appearance and find the truth. You will
be discouraged, I realize, from taking the notion of conspiracy seriously by the fact that conspiracy theories are typically ridiculed by the
mainstream sources around you. Your sociology professor (perhaps
himself a Jew, and almost certainly, I will wager, a lefdst) will call it
ludicrous. So will the pratding afternoon talk-show host. A n d the
nightly news anchor at N B C , and A B C , and CBS, and FOX-Network. But i f you are thinking righdy, you will realize that this is a
poor way of deciding the issue, since i f these media were controlled,
this result is just what you would expect. M y own hypothesis—that
involving Jewish aggression and resultant anti-white media bias—^predicts the very same phenomena that you will adduce as evidence
against it. The quesdon for you then is whether there exists some independent reason to accept the hypothesis or reject it. Do mass media
tell you the truth? If you want the answer to this quesdon, you will
have to distance yourself from these influences and look harder, It can
be done.
Were I given a single sentence with which to inform an interested
undergraduate college student, I would tell him that the reladonship
between truth and sophisdcadon is misunderstood. The majority of
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white Americans imagine that the more a man has of formal education, and the less he has soiled his hands, the more grasp he has on
what is real. In fact, truth shines its light in all directions, and it cannot be fully seen from any one of them. The average white undergraduate at a college or university is woefully ignorant of the racial
dynamics that shape the world in which he lives. His inherited place
in society, in the typical case, has excluded him from the racial contacts that would turn him around. As a result he falls prey in many
cases to a false elitism that only shields him fiarther.
"Extremist"? For those who have not yet awakened to the fact,
extremism is relative to the scale on which it is measured. The founding fathers, for example, were extreme in their solution to the problem of how to deal with the colonial policies of mother England.
What they advocated was rebellion against their own nation. Extremism per se is not wrong or right; it is simply far different from some
given alternative position whatever that position may be.
If anyone has not noticed, die label of "extremism" applies quite
well to the current program of the American political mainstream.
Judged by its effects upon white Americans, that program is extremely
imjust and extremely destructive. Unchecked immigration continues
daily to turn our nation into a third-world swamp. Our labor is taxed to
provide fiinds for the continued procreation of those less-evolved elements that will in time submerge our nation in a nightmare of aime and
degeneracy. The contrived messages of massrtiediaand higher education
pound self-apology into our heads with shamelessly misrepresentative
portrayals of the relations between the races. The bottom line of every
statement, every image, every moral lesson of the mainstream media, is
the dissolution of our race. We are the object of contempt.
The truth has been distorted, and it is no accident. This deception is the design of a virulent and racially ruinous minority of persons bent upon our own destruction. Truth is an enemy of the
system. As a result it is under siege and must seek the refuge of
publications banned from the avenues of popular consumption. If
this were not enough, those who dare to tell the truth now run the
risk of flagrantly immoral lawsuits designed to silence and bankrupt them. The situation is indeed extreme, and it is cause for action^
•
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A LEE THAT WILL NOT DIE:
WHICH ONE?
By
Charles E. Weher, Ph.D.

A n article with the title, "This Lie will not die," appeared on
pages 115-119 of the April 1995 Reader's Digest, one of the most
widely read periodicals in the world and published in a number of
languages, including German, Dutch, Spanish, French, Chinese and
several others.
The article claims that The Protocols of the Learned Elders ofZion
is an invented account ("forgery") of alleged secret meetings which
took place in conjunction with the Zionist congress held in Basel,
Switzerland in 1897. The Protocols originally appeared in the newsapaper, Znamya in 1903, published in St. Petersburg, Russia.
Elliott mentions a recent litigation in Russia in which the court
refused to condemn the Protocols. This, however, was not the first instance in which a court rfused to condemn the Protocols. A similar refusal was made by a court in Switzerland about 60 years ago.
If indeed, The Protocols are an invention they were probably inspired, at least in part, by a novel by Herrmann Goedsche first published in 1868, Biarritz. In the very long novel there is a rather
lengthy chapter entitled "In the Jewish Cemetary in Prague," which
has been recendy translated into English and furnished with annotations. Although the chapter makes no pretense at not being fiction, a
great deal of information about the extent of Jewish control of banking, the theater, publishing and other aspects of European life at that
time is presented by ghostiy representatives of Jewish communities in
various lands. (The translation is contained in the July, 1993 Liberty
Bell pages 11-60.)
During 1920-1922 a series of articles on the Jewish question appeared in a newspaper subsidized by the ingenious American industrialist Henry Ford, The Dearborn Independent The one hundred or so
articles written by a committee of scholars deal with such diverse aspects of Jewish behavior as the corruption of sports (then a hot topic
as a result of the World Series bribery scandal of 1919 involving the
Chicago White Socks and the Cincinnati Reds) and the fine art of
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changing famly names. These articles appeared later in the form of a
four-volume set given gratis to purchasers of Ford motor cars, The International Jew: The World's Foremost Problem [available from Liberty
Bell Publications, $40.00 + $8.00 postage]. Ford, we must not forget,
was an idealist who paid his workers wages that were very high at the
time and who tried in 1915 to bring about a cessation of hostilities
during the First World War.
The authenticity of The Protocols ^zs disputed in Ford's day.
Ford's reaction to the disputed status of The Protocols ^f^^ a noteworthy one. He stated that whether they were authentic or not, Jews'
plans for gaining power were being brought into reality.
Ford was not the only famous man to be concerned at that time
with the accretion of Jewish power. In February, 1920 in a London
newspaper, Winston Churchill noted the dominance of Jews in the
Bolshevist terror which had emerged in Russia.
Elliott mentions "a state-sponsored boycott of Jewish stores" in
Germany. What he does not mention is the fact that this boycott was
a mild response to a Jewish boycott of German exports, a serious
problem for Germany. The German boycott lasted only a day, 1
April 1933, which was a Saturday and thus the sabbath for many
Jews. The German boycott was essentially a symbolic action.
The Nuremberg Laws (of 1935), which Elliott also mentions, forbade the intermarriage of Germans and Jews. Similar laws against the interracial marriage of Negroes and Caucasians had long existed in many
states of the United States. The Nuremberg Laws did not prohibit Jews
from having their own cultural institutions. It took the National Socialist
government nearly three years to get around to enacting these laws.
The Reader's Digest-asxxdt suggests that The Protocols hzA an influence on Adolf Hider and that this influence led to the murder of
six million Jews. If this were true, the influence was a very slow one in
having its effect. As late as November 1938, nearly six years after
Hider s National Socialists came to power, much of the retail trade in
Germany was still in the Jewish hands in the form of retail stores,
many of which were damaged in the riots of November 1938
("Reichskristallnacht"). The origin of these riots is disputed, but it is
well documented that orders for their immediate cessation were
promptly sent out from Hider's office. In comparison with the 1992
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race riots in Los Angeles, the property damage resulting from the riots
in Germany was small, largely a matter of window glass. Deaths resulted in both instances.
The naive or cynically dishonest author of the Reader's Digest-asKicle helps to spread and perpetuate a "lie that will not die" and that has
served well-calculated objectives, both cultiural and economic. Elliott's
claim that six million Jews were murdered in Europe under the National Socialist government has been disproved by objective historians, such as Professor Arthur Butz of Northwestern University, whose
book. The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, provide,s us with details of
the origin of the "Holocaust" material and the torture used to obtain
the "confessions" on which the material is partly based. Since the appearance of Professor Bucz,' book in the Mid-1970s further investigations, including forensic investigations at the alleged sites of genocide,
and experts' examinations of declassified aerial photographs taken
over Auschwitz during the summer of 1944 by the American airforce
have added to the mass of evidence against the "Holocaust" material,
which has had a strong and unfortunate influence on American foreign policy, in particular American support of the Jewish state in Palesdne, deeply resented by the millions of victims of that arrogant
state. That support, of course, has added to the vast debt which is
now an oppressive burden on the American people. The enormous
costs, not just monetary costs, of the brutal, murderous, unjustified
war against Iraq, the "Gulf War", must be included in the burdens
imposed on the American people as a result of the uncompromising
support by Washington of the Jewish state in Palestine.

An Eye-^itnes5 Beport ^
)by Thies' Cliristophersen/Foreword J>y Manf5red Boeder
:; Order Noj OlOlY-siiigle copy $3.50 + $ll50forpostage,

, ^ P.O. Box 2\, Beedy W 25^70 USA,
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Patriotism is the
Last Refuge of a Scoundrel
• by '
CarlHottelet

Mobs are bad. Lynch mobs are worse. In their self-righteous savagery Attierican hyper-patriot mobs are the worst.
The experience of Jehovah's Witftesses in the United States over
the period from the Bridsh and French declaration of war on Germany in September 1939 until the United States' entrance into that
war in December 1941 is a case in point. It is summarized in the Jehovah's Wimesses 1941 Yearbook published by the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society in Brooklyn, New York.
"Jehovah's Witnesses have been assaulted, beaten, kidnapped, driven out of towns, coimties, and states, tarred
and feathered, forced to drink castor oil, tied together and
chased like dumb beasts through the streets, castrated
and maimed, taunted arid insulted by demonized crowds,
jailed by the hundreds without charge, and held incommunicado and denied the privilege of conferring with
relatives, friends or lawyers. Many other htmdreds have
been jailed and held i n so-called "protective custody";
some have been shot i n the night time; some threatened
with hanging and beaten into unconsciousness. Numerous varieties of mob violence have occurred. Many have
had their clothes torn from them, their Bibles and other
literature seized arid publicly burned, their automobiles,
trailers, homes and assembly places wrecked and fired resulting i n damages totaling very many thousands of dollars: In almost every case where there has been mob violence the public officials have stood idly by, and refused
to give protection, and iri scores of instances the officers
of the law have participated i n the mobs, and sometimes
actually led the mobs."
The 1941 Yearbook excerpt is reprinted in Leonard A . Stevens'
'

'
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SALUTE! The Case of the Bible vs. The Flag (1973) which fleshes out

some of the patriotic horrors visited upon the Wimesses. It contains
also the customary spurious allusions to "Nazi" transgressions that
never took place, as though that might mitigate, even excuse, American crimes that did take place. Otherwise, the book is well written,
and useful. It has the merit, among others, of pointing out that, as
was to be expected, the patrioteers of the American Legion, when
they did not organize and lead them, were conspicuously active
among the lynch mobs.
Brainwashed with an idiot theology sold them by a crazy, or cynical, and maybe mercenary, leadership, individual Wimesses, nevertheless, as they proselytized door-to-door on Sunday mornings, were
disciplined, neat, and courteous. They harmed no one, and offered
no harm. Least of all did their children, who sometimes accompanied
them. The Witnesses refused to salute the American flag. They did
not burn it, nor did they desecrate it. They did not replace it by a different flag. They would not salute any flag. That was hardly a threat
to national security. In the face of establishment harassment and mob
violence the Witnesses' comportment merited respect. That of politicians and other demagogues did not. These made profitable careers
for themselves out of saluting the flag ostentatiously whenever that
would attract public notice, and helped demonize defenseless people,
and incite mob fluy against them.
Barely five years earlier, another lynch mob thrashed about in
front of the court house i n "America's typical small town,"
Flemington, New Jersey. A trial was being staged inside. New York
City Police Department officials instructed people who were testifying that it was their "patriotic duty" to perjure themselves to convict
the defendant, whom the same police repeatedly had beaten senseless
to force a "confession", though they knew him to be innocent. The
defendant was a foreigner, worse yet, a German. The mob, heated to
white-hot mindless fury by media that lied with special malice in this
case, howled, and chanted in unison: "Burn Bruno the Hun!" "Burn
Bruno the Hun!". Bruno Richard Hauptmann was burned. In the
electric chair. In Trenton, In April 1936.
The happenings of 1940, and of 1935, quandtatlvely speaking,
were mere bagatelles, compared with the events of nearly twenty years
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before. In 1915 those events engulfed the country, and continued, in
their more significant and sinister aspects for eight years. At least as
barbarous as any in American history, they had also a new dimension,
a manifestation that today would be called "cultural genocide."
The Bridsh had begun their "Hate the Hun!" anti-German atrocity-lie propaganda of World War I. Anglomaniac WASPs joined in
full blast.
So did the Jews. They had prospered enormously in the Germany of Kaiser Wilhelm II. They were given preferment. Yet, no media, anywhere vented anti-German atrocity-lies as vile as those
printed by the New York Times and its equally kosher clones. N o studios ground out anti-German hate films as disgusting as those made
by the Hollywood Jews. Yet many of the Jews, in New York and in
Hollywood, had but recendy come from Germany.
Observers were astonished at the intensity and the extent of Jewish hatred against a country and a people that had nurtured them at
least as kindly as had any other. There were no pogroms, there were
no expulsions. It was In Germany, and only in Germany, that Jews
achieved true cultural heights. Wliat non-German Jew is there to
compare with Heinrlch Heine or with Felix Mendelsohn? O r with
Mahler, Meyerbeer, or Offenbach? In fact, what non-German Jew
has contributed anything, anything constructive, that is, to any civilization?
Astonishment at the behavior of the Jews derives from ignorance
of their history, character, and mind-set. Nomadic and predatory,
they know neither allegiance nor gratitude, even toward the host peo-
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pie from whom they profited most. Unable to build a viable state of
their own, obsessed by a compulsion to dominate, inspired and instructed by die Talmud to hate, abuse, and exploit all that is not Jewish, they strive to destroy evety society^ they can penetrate. In 1915
chey had yet another motivation. As the authentically distinguished
(and therefore virtually unknown) German-Jewish economist,
Werner Sombart, pointed ouc "Wars are the harvests of the Jews."
Joined, for once, the WASPs, who loathed Jews, and Jews who
hated WASPs, through their combined total control of media,
money, and politicians . . wrapped themselves in American flags,
launched history's most ferocious campaign to extirpate the spirit and
the culture of a people who had dwelt in their country for over two
and a half centuries, who had contributed more than other ethnic
groups, some would argue, more than all other ethnic groups put togedier.
For the first time, mobs operated on two levels. O n the lower
level were the street gangs, composed of the usual hoodlums, hooligans, barroom brawlers, and other such low grade rabble. O n the upper level were the academic gangs, composed of "educators",
"intellectuals", artists, artistes, a great many of the "cultural elite", die
"intelligentsia", and other such high grade rabble.
The depredations of the street mobs were what they had always
been: assaulting people they had never seen; beatings; burning down
homes, barns, places of business; destroying property; pillaging; hunting down lone, desperately fleeing individuals and murdering them,
that sort of thing.
In one way, the street gang's performance was out of the ordinary. They burned boolcs. German books. They raided public libraries, school and college libraries, and book stores. German books were
pulled out of the stacks and off the shelves, dumped in the street.
Kerosene was poured over them and they were set on fire. What was
extraordinary about this was not die mobs' frenzy, but the virtual certainty that none of their goons ever before had been in a library, or
could tell a German book from an English, Russian, or Turkish one.
Who led the semi-literates of the street gangs to libraries and
bookshops? Who pointed out the books to be burned? Who other
than die "intellectual" hoods who had joined their gutter colleagues
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for the purpose.
The striving to eradicate everything that was German, even the
memory that once it was German, covered the spectrum from incredible pettiness to the criminally demented .
Sauerkraut became "liberty cabbage". Hamburgers wete rechristened "Salisbury steak". Frankfurters metamorphosed into "wieners"
(one wonders why not felixes). German pastry changes its nationality
to D^inish, and so on, and on.
Even the German shepherd was not overiooked. The Anglomaniac Albert Payson Terhune made him the dastardly villain i n his collie book for children. T o conceal and falsify the national origin of this
splendid animal, "the, only dog that thinks," the zealots invented
hitherto unknowij breeds for it. The German shepherd became an
"Alsatian", or a "Belgian".
More serious was the forced renaming of places and institutions.
One victim of this vindictiveness was the Deutsches Hospital, the
German Hospital, at the time the finest in New York City, and one
of the best in the country. The Anglomaniacs insisted that it be re, named "Edidi Cavell Hospital". Edith Cavell was a British Red Cross
nurse whom the Germans had permitted to work in German-occupied Belgium. Violating her oath, and international law, she helped
POWs escape. The Germans caught her at it, tried her in strict fairness, found hd gudty, and executed her by firirig squad. That was
clumsy of the Germans, who never grasped the nature of AngloAmerican propaganda. In the event, the WASP's were unable to consummate their outrageous insult to those who had built the hospital.
But the administration and staff, by then already more Irish than
German, were/compelled to abandon Deutsches Hospital and "compromise" on Lenox H i l l Hospital, which is its name today. The hospital's German origin is forgotten.
The academic mob's crassest scheme to falsify history was to depose Johann Gutenberg, inventor of printing with movable type, to
push him into the memory hole, and put William Caxton in his
place.
Johann Gutenberg was born around 1400 in die town of Mainz,
where the river of that name flows into the Rhine. Fulfilling the stringent requirements of the medieval German guilds, he was apprentice,
~
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journeyman, and master of his craft. In 1439 Gutenberg began to apply the knowledge and skills he had absorbed toward achieving his
great concept: T o do away with the cumbersome block of wood into
which the letters for an entire page of text were cut laboriously by
hand, and to use instead a frame into which individual pieces of type
would form the text; after a page was printed, the type would be reset
for another.
The gestation of the first modern printing press, more than half a
millennium ago, was neither short nor easy. It called for manifold
genius. T o find the right material for the dies into which the separate
type faces were cut, Gutenberg made Ipng and arduous trials with
woods, hard and soft, and with metals, copper, silver, gold. Yet more
difficult was the question of the ink, which had to be of a new and
special kind for use with the new type. Gutenberg solved the complex
chemical problem and produced a deep black lustrous ink that has
never been equaled. Then there was the press itself To be capable of
impartirig pressure absolutely evenly and uniformly over a large surface it had to be built to a standard o f precision not previously
needed, or attained. Gutenberg printed with movable type. It had
taken him more than twenty years.
When Johann Gutenberg died in 1468 he bequeathed the world
an instrument diat altered it forever, and that broiight forth the most
beautiful book ever printed -the Gutenberg Bible. \
William Caxton was born around 1422 in London. He was apprenticed to a London silk merchant in 1438. He became a merchant
on his own accoimt, and moved to the Continent. In die Hanseatic
town of Bruges he heard the German traders talking about Johann
Gutenberg's wonderful new printing press, and how print shops were
springing up all over Germany. Caxton saw the potential for England. He left Bruges for the nearest major German town, Cologne, to
learn the arts and techniques of printing with movable type. That was
in 1476. Later that year Caxton returned to London aiid set up a
printer s shop. The first book he printed and dated was in 1477. Caxton brought his equipment and his initial stock of type and ink from
Germany to England. He never claimed to have invented anything.
William Caxton died in 1491.
Is there anything more base than stealing from a people one of
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the glories of its heritage? And to ascribe it to others who were incapable of producing it themselves?
In the end, the "intellectual" goon mob couldn't make this trick
stick. There remained too many civilized people, in America and in
Britain, who knew them for the frauds and crooks they were, and
who could be pushed just so far.
Condoned and abetted by the administration of the rabid Germanophobe, Woodrow Wilson, his brain already putrifying, antiGerman depredations became even more deranged.
The street mobs' frenzy, artificially engendered, was essentially
mindless. The Germanophobic, highly organized academic mob was
activated by an innate firry, intense and purposeful.
The street gangs assaulted, abused, humiliated, and occasionally
murdered, helpless people. They destroyed whatever they ran across
that seemed to them to be German.
Their colleagues and accomplices on the "intellectual" front concentrated on the destruction of German culture, on the eradication of
every manifestation of German life in the United States.
The teaching of German in schools and colleges was abolished.
Instructors and professors of German literature were hounded from
their posts. German newspapers and periodicals, published in America for two centuries were suppressed. German social and cultural
clubs were prohibited. There were no German political clubs. Choral
societies, literary societies, dramatic societies, all were driven from the
American cultural and social scene.
Germans were preeminent in the musical life of America. There
was Theodor Thomas, for one. Born in Germany in 1835, immigrating, with his parents, i n 1845, he formed and conducted orchestras
and led them on tours about the country. He is remembered best for
his enduring work i n Cincinnati and for raising the Chicago Symphony to world class professionalism. Upon Thomas' death in 1905
his work with the Chicago Orchestra was catried on by another German-born virtuoso, composer, and conductor, Friedrich Stock until
war hysteria caused his "temporary retirement." These men, and others, enriched immeasurably the cultural life of the Republic. They
helped essentially to create the only belle epoque the country has
known. It ended when its German constituent was suppressed.
Liberty Bell / October 1995 — 17

The ultimate unspeakable vindictiveness was forbidding Germans
to pray in their language, even in their own churches. Some observers
attribute the WASP's manic vengefulness to a gnawing envy, and inferiority complex induced by the knowledge that German culture,
and other achievements exceeded theirs. That is aggravated by a fanatic identification with the Motherland, and with its customs,
among them the classic English concept of how best to compete: BQU
the competitor.
The demented obliteration of everything German deprived Amaicans, American children most of all, of so much that Germans contributed to make childhood in America joyous. The Christmas tree, "Silent
Night, Holy Night", Grimm's Faiiy Tales, the Kindergarten, the most
enchanting lullaby ever compased, Brahm's Cradle Song.
The WASPs, the Jews even less, had nothing to offer in place of
what they had ruined. That didn't trouble them. Jews care nothing
about children not their own. WASPs were callous to the condition
of children.
Three or four year old toddlers were made to work in the Motherlands' dark Satanic mills. Underfed, sleepy, they would stumble
into the dangerous machinery throbbing and clanking all about. Litde legs and arms had to be amputated. Infants of the same age were
put to work as chimney sweeps, an excruciatinglyfilthyand dangerous task. Many of these babies, jammed in hotflues,died in screaming agony. Those who didn't, had their healch destroyed. Children
whose fathers could not feed them on the beggar's pay diey earned,
when they had work, were placed in hideous workhouses which delivered them as slave-apprentices into the hands of those who applied for
such. Up until the latter part of the last century children wae hanged for
stealing trifles, even food. In this country, imtil well into this century,
WASPs worked seven and eight year-olds in their coal mines.
To Germans the thought of mistreating or exploiting children
was, and is, abhorrent. To assure the well being of children is the instinct most deeply rooted in Germans. In Germany, and among Germans everywhere, custom, culture, the social order, put concern for
children above all else.
Supporting the more or less ad hoc street mobs, and die highly organized academic ferrets and demagogues in die heroic &ay against Ded18 — Liberty Bell / October 1995

erkranzc ("wreaths of song", or singing societies) the Kindergarten
(children's garden) was a familiar figure on the American stage: the
busybody, informer, snooper, vigilante, under whichever label, an admirably patriotic type. He Would peer about for vestfgeS of something
German diat might have been overlooked in the destruction, and reported them to the authorities or to his local association of patriots.
He accosted' people, whom he overheard speaking what he thought
was German, and admonished them summarily, when he didn't assault them.
An incident comes to mind. It took place on a mild late winter
day in 1917. A woman with her little boy was walking on upper
Broadway in the Washington Heights section of Manhattan. The litde boy was wearing a navy blue sailor's suit and cap. The cap was of
the flat style, a ribbon ran about its base, ending in two fluttering
streamers at the back. On the front, over the forehead, in gilt le'ttersj
was a ships name. Among the people walking toward them from the
opposite direction was a man. As he was about to pass by he stepped
over and slapped the child hard across the face. The mother cried out.
A few people paused for a moment to look, then went on. The man
had vanished. The litde boy, bewildered aad hurt, put his hand to his
face and whimpered. The name of the ship in gilt letters on my
sailor's cap was "Emden".
Patriotism is the last rcfrige of the scoundrel, be he part of a mob
or acting alone.
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ORGANTC LAW VS. TALMUDIC LAW
by
Rudy Stanko

The White race needs to establish a College of Law along with
a Whiteman's Bar Association for the sole purpose of educating and
defending our people. The purpose of this College is to supply the
necessary knowledge to understand and confront the present hybrid
system of Organic-Talmudic Law that has developed in this land
since 1776. It presendy governs our lives and ultimately the world.
Not only must the Whiteman be aware of their inherentrights,we
must possess the intellectual ability to exercise and protect our
White sovereignty. Whenever a Wliiteman becomes a victim of the
Talmudists, we must jump to the victim's aid and competently protect their Organic rights.
If we lived under a pure system of Talmudic Law, which is the
goal of the Jewish leadership, there would be no rights to protect.
The present plight of the Palestinians is an example of living under
pure Talmudic Law. The Palestinian male does not even have the
right to possess a sling shot or vote. Fortunately, our White ancestors documented our Organic rights in the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, and the Bill of Rights
attached to, what I call, "the bankers" US Constitution. Unfortunately the Talmudists are continually attempting to erase these
rights from the law books. It is their ambition to control every
function of our lives. It will be our goal at the College of Law to reverse this trend and restore all of our Organic rights.
Contrary to the Mongoloids, Negroids, and Jews, history will
verify the White tribes of Europe have been bred with the natural
instincts for self-government and to resist all intrusions into our
sovereignty. It is a fact, no other race has possessed the natural ability to promulgate their sovereignty as has the White race. Examples
can be found in the historical republican and decentralized governments of Germany and Poland and in White Documents such as
the Magna Charta, Declaration of Independence, Articles of
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1. During the publisfiing of the US Constitution, the Governor of Virginia,
Patrick Henry, stated, "I smeldt a rat." Article 1, Section 10, clause 1 prohibits the sovereign States of America to create organic money, while allowing private bankers the power to create Talmudic and/or national
money.

Confederation, and the B i l l of Rights. In opposition to our
White sovereignty under a republican form of government, there
exists a force, led hy the rabbical Sanhedrin, to control every function of our lives through a strong central government under the
banner of democracy. A government that has the power and claims
to give you everything you need also has the power to take everything you have. Recognizing this, our White ancestors intended
that we live under a Republican form of government, not the current welfare state: the mob rule of democracy.
Historians recognize that W i l l i a m of Orange acquired the
throne of the Anglo-Saxon empire in 1685 with funds borrowed
from the Jews in the Bank of Amsterdam in exchange for their perpetual control of the Bank of England. By 1776, our ancestors officially abolished the central authority that the Bank of England had
on their lives with the Declaration of Independence, Our White ancestors intended we live under a Republican form of government,
not a mob rule by democratic centralized government. (See Article
IV, Section I V of the U S Constitution). We lost our Republican
form of government when the anthropoid was allowed to vote in
1865 and when the 17th Amendment was attached to the US Constitution. The 17th Amendment was attached to the US Constitution in 1913 which permitted the mob t© elect a poUtician as a US
Senator rather than the sovereign State nominating their senators to
the US Senate.
In opposition to our Organic Law, the Talmudic Jew has been
bred to always worm its way back into our sovereigtity in an attempt to destroy our independent life style. The Talmudic Law also
mandates they breed-out the threat of all White independent instincts, either through miscegenation of non-Whites or through
Christian brainwashing under the religious theory that all races are
created equal. This is confirmed by the massive and submissive ma~
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nipulation and monetary raping of the third world continents of
Asia, Africa, and Central and South America. In 1992, we are confronted with a much stronger entrenched central Jewish authority
than our forefathers confronted over 200 years ago. But we now
have a weapon our White ancestors lacked. Like the Jews, we now
have a racial religion—Creativity (Church of the Creator or the
Rocky Moutain Regional Headquarters—^The Yellowstone Valley
Church, Laure, Montana). The Church of the Creator will be the
sponsor of the College of Law. Armed with this weapon—a racial
religion associated with legal professionals, we must now learn how
to legally eject the Jewish worm from the pores of our sovereign
lives. This commandment, which no other White religion promotes, is the primary dogma of our religion. It is promulgated in
order to protect our Organic rights. Name one Christian Church
that understands the Jew as the Jew understands and promotes
"Christianity" with its twelve Jewish apostles and its rabbi Paul.
Every Creator interested in protecting and defending his and/or
her Creator's rights must comprehend every clause in the first ten
(10) Articles of Amendments to the U S Constitution, also called
the Bill of Rights, and be especially cognizant of the 9th and 1 Oth
Articles of Amendments. Along with your State Constitutional
rights, these two Amendments provide every conceivable right and
power inherent for a White government. The post civil war amendments were illegally attached to the US Constitution by the Jewish
bankers and with the participation of the African anthrapoid. They
attempted the impossible. That is, to form some type of common
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bond or common law with the ^JtTiite European and African anthropoid- These post war attachments, which were not properly
ratified, are not conducive with the White Documents, the US
Constitution, or our Organic Law.
The Jews are aware of their weakness, i.e. their unsuccessful attempts to dominate Organic Law in a White self-governing society
with their TalmudiG Law. When the origins of Talmudic Law are
discovered by a sUght majority of the White citizens, the Jews are
told to pack their bags. This happened in England in 1290, in
Spain and Portugal in 1492 and 1493, again in England in 1583, in
Russia in 1875, and in Germany in 1938. The'inabihty of the Jews
to dominate a White society is the reason for estabUshing a Jewish
haven in Israel. But the Jews will condnue to impose their Talmudic Law in preference to our Organic Law as long as we allow them
to get away with it. Not only must we learn how to competendy argue otu: Organic Law, we must insist our adjudicates^-our judges
and juries—be otu: peers. We should refuse to appear in any Court
that is presided by a Jew judge. Since we are under martial law,
make the unelected US Marshalls drag you into che courtroom
when a Jew appears as a judge.
Here are a few examples of how the Whiteman's Bar Association intends to combat Talmudic Law pursuant to the Bill of
Rights attached to the US Constitution:
, ,i
; ,1. The First Article of Amendment states: "Congress shall make
no law... abridging the freedom...to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances." The US Supreme Court has recently ruled
that the public schools must allow all rellgi^ous denominations access to their facilities^ We will prepare petitions for injunctive relief
and law suits naming school administrators who reject a Creators
request to hold a bible study of history lessons as other religious
study groups or societies hold their meetings in public buildings.
2. We iritendto prepare audio and video tapes defining your
rights in each clause o^ the Constitiition and how to exercise and/or
protect those rights if you !orianother Creator are investigated by
JOG 0ewish Occupied Government). This includes preparing law
suits documenting all violations of otir Organic tights and making
JOG's military police confine themselves to their proper constitu~~
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tional powers, i.e., their limited jurisdiction and venue parameters.
3. We will prepare lessons on how to rescind JOG's various license requirements, that are in violation of our inherent rights. I.e.,
to earn a living, freedom to travel (this includes with or without a
motorcycle helmet), practice law, pro-choice on abortion, etc.
4. We will Improvise a stringent testing procedure and issue Legal Bat Cards for all Creators qualified to act as legal assistants.
These are just a few programs I intend to implement in order
for us to understand and confront the present hybrid system of Organic-Talmudic Law that illegally intrudes in every fimction of our
lives, including the massive Illegal importation of negroids, Jews
and muds Into our lands.
Yellowstone Valley Church and University
13th Judicial District
1315 Allendale Rd., Laurel
Republic of Montana
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ON MAY 8, 1945
WE GERMANS WERE "LIBERATED^ —
AN THEN?
By
Manfred Roeder
These days, in May, one "Liberation" celebration is following the other.
In every other country this would be unimaginable. A lost war is a lost war.
People have to get over it and life goes on. One honors the dead. The
wounds are healing slowly. The fiiture has to be shaped, very often with the
enemies of yesterday. Such is life.
Now everythinq is different. O l d wounds are being ripped open again
every single day. Shamelessly this is called "remembrance." It is supposed to
help reconciliation. Well-known representatives of Jewry are saying: there is
no reconciliation, or it's too early 50 years after the war. After the ThirtyYear War every side of the conflict had to promise eternal forgiveness and
forgetting. Nobody was allowed to bring up old insults and cruelties. That
was the only way for a true recondliaton.
What our people remember as the greatest catastrophe of German histoty shall now be transformed into an act of "Liberation", and that in spite
of the fact that the "liberators" declared unmistakenly that they were not
coming as liberators but as conquerers. They intended to punish, to take revenge, and to destroy. Unfortunately, it is also not true that the war was over
on May 8, 1945 and the weapons fell silent. The bombing terror was over.
That was a relief for everyone. But—- while during the war shots were coming from both sides, what now happened was the mass-n^urder of die defenseless. A n d the rape of the women did not stop. For many months they
had to hide like hunted wild animals.
"Murder in Peace" is a chapter heading i n Hellmut Diwald's book
Geschichte der Deutschm, {History of the Germans): What_happened between
1945 and 1946 regarding mass-crimes and mass-murders can hardly be described. Revenge was not only taken on the German people. O n the Balkan,
three Serbian State Police Regiments which had fought s^ainst Tito surrendered to the British. The British delivered them to Tito three weeks later.
Together with 11,000 Slovenes, who had fought on the German side, they
were shot.
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On May 15 a large part of the Croatian army was delivered to Tito. O n
the way from Bleiburg in Carinthia to Marburg at the Drau, Tito ordered
30,000 of them shot. 50,000 were shot in Marburg, together with 30,000
Croatian civilians, mosdy women and children.
After the capitulation 300,000 men of the powerful Army Corps
"Southeast" of General Alexander Lohr had to put down its arms and surrender to the partisans. More than 200,000 soldiers were murdered by mass
shootings, and in 1949 there were still 70,000 in Yugoslavian prison camps.
General Lohr was hanged after a 1947 show trial in Belgrade.
It was not much different with the Army Corps "Center" of Field Marshal Schorner. 1.2 million soldiers ended up in Soviet prison camps, the majority of them perished there. — In spite of all protests the Russian soldiers
of General Vlasov's army were delivered to the Soviets and killed. Vlasov
himself was hanged together with eleven Russian generals and officers in Red
Square in Moscow.
Diwald menuoncs other crimes occuring after the war:
250,000 Cossacks had fought on the German side. 50,000 of them,
among them women and children, had made their way to Carinthia and surrendered to the British. After secret negotiations and deceptive schemes they
were delivered to the Soviets and slaughtered in a grisly manner, mostly in
front of the eyes of the British. 70% of the Cossacks had a Nansen passport
and were no Soviet citizens.
- 135,000 civilians of German descent in Yugoslavia were murdered.
- 15 Million Germans were expelled from their homes in East Germany
(East Prussia, Pomerania, Brandenburg, and Silesia)
- 2.5 M i l l , perished while being evicted from these areas
- 2 M i l l , prisoners of war died in Soviet prison camps.
- More than 100,000 pro-German Frenchmen were butchered to death.
- 100,000 Sudeten-Germans murdered.
All of this happened afier the surrender, after the "liberation".
Whosoever denies the "unique und cruel fate" the Jews have suffered
and thusly offends their honor and dignity, will end up in court, heavily
fined and/or imprisoned. Why is lying about and mocking of other, nonJewish victims not prosecuted with equal harsheness? A few thousand conLiberty Bell / October 1995 — 27

centration inmates were indeed liberated, but most German soldiers, about
10 million of chem, were captured; one million of them perished thereafter^
Thousands were used for forced labor or pressured into foreign legions,
while other thousands committed suicide.

ARYAN EUGENICS
by
Mqj. Donald V. Clerkin

The bitter truth is: O n May 8, 1945 there was neither an armistice nor
peace, never mind a just peace. The war was continued with the force of
weapons, judicial murder, and increasingly deceptive psychological means.
German soldiers were executed until 1952, although the death penalty had
been abolished. The exaltation of one side and the demonizacion of the
other side is getting more vicious all the time, constantly meaner, always
more simplistic. Mahatma Gandhi envisioned this and asked for a peace
without revenge. H e was nor being heard. The same with General P^tton
who was "accidented" to death.
Every day we are bombarded with mass-productions of distorted pictures, as Martin Broszat, the director of the Institute for Contemporary History said already in 1985. W e have to defend ourselves against it and
preserve our self-esteem. The victor is not the morally superior and the victim not the moral outcast. Injustice is never on one side alone. There are always two sides to it. Our soldiers would not have fought sbc years with great
valor if they were not convinced that justice was on their side.
It is undignified to look for the guilty after a lost war. Whoever does it
makes himself guilty. What is at stake is the responsibility for the fiiture. We
have to face this future and should not walk with moralizing judgments
through history. We are facing the world with a good conscience and don't
need to justify ourselves. If we finally believe this and act accordingly, only
then will we really be free.
Translated: 6/16/95 by is

(.
Manfred Roeder
Haus Richberg
D-34639 Schwarzenbom/Gerpiany
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A n absolute requirement in the formulation of the Aryan Republic to come is a well-planned Eugenics program; that is, the improvement of the Aryan race through selective breeding. The
historical downfall of prior Aryan civilizations — Rome and India
— can be laid at the door of racial devolution via direct mongrelization and the over-production of offspring by the lowest ranks in intelligence. The quality of a population is at the heart of any attempt
to build and advance a society. The poorer the quality, the less
chance any society has to take root and prosper.
National Socialist Germany had such a Eugenics program. A t
its baselay the Lehensbom program, the method by which the
healthy genetic traits of the Schutzstaffel (SS) could be advanced.
A d o l f Hitler's plan was to build a stronger, purer German folk.
From this improved stock he hoped to bring forth a new Germany
that would bow to no power on earth. The Law For the Protection
of German Blood and Honour of 1935 assured that the blood of
"others" would forever be barred from the German genedc code.
O f course the Jews, being legally barred from intermarriage
with Aryans, became insane with hatred of this Aryan plan for improvement. International Jewry has declared economic warfare
against Germany i n 1933, but it was the 1935 Nuremberg racial
laws diat drove
them absolutely mad with rage. H o w dare the Germans, they
wailed, deny the Jews sex with the German girls they lusted after!
We hear this same demand in America today among blacks, who
have been taught by Z O G that they can take from a white anything
they want.
What is not generally known is that the National Socialist
Eugenics program was loosely based on the American pracdce of
sterilizing the genedc failures, the insane, the hopelessy physically
marred from birth, the congenital criminals, the incorrigible sexual
deviates, etc. America before the Warren Court of the 1960s forbade the intermarriage of the races in many states. That court and
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all succeeding courts have permitted the terrible racial onslaught
wesee every day in black white miscegenation. N o one who claims
to care about the future of the Aryan race will refuse to back a solid
program of Eugenic improvement in the Aryan Republic, together
with a strict policy of immigration, weeding out the unfit.
Study of recent statistics on I.Q. and other tests of natural intelligence demonstrates a slow downward spiral among American
whites. Look into the eyes of the next white youth you meet. Is
there a light, something behind the skull? There once was a light in
the eyes of most white children. But the System has succeeded i n
drawing white Americans into the lowest common denominator.
Whites now idolize dunces, skinny, tall blacks that play professional
basketball, cretins zonked on drugs who make cacophony and call it
"music," or phony "movie starlets / stars." How different were the
German youth of sixty years ago who had the Schutzstaffel or the
Luftwaffe or the men of the U-boats to emulate; and yes, the German athletes of the Berlin Olympics of 1936. Something has lowered the sight of the American white, downward into the mud.
Now you know why the Jew overlords of this crazy society demonize the Third Reich every chance they get, Hider wanted i m provement of the Aryan race through Eugenics. The Oberjuden
created an antithesis, which is race mongrelization, and raised it to a
pinnacle for all to see. We must havemore mutts, more imbeciles;
more sheep, say the Oberjuden.Mix the races until we, the Oberjuden, are the Herrenvolk, the Master Race. Let everyone but us be
melted down to nothing.
This present state of affairs has almost run out of time. What is
to come will shock even the Oberjuden who thought their plai] for
domination was foolproof The traitors to our race, the fools and
the weaklings will be winnowed out of the Aryan population by the
coming events. What will remain will be fashioned into a stronger
folk, an Aryan race i n North America tempered by stru^le and privation. Then will the Aryan Republic be created out of the minds
and the Race-Soul of the Aryan folk. These hardy Aryans will improve i n their succeeding generations. Nothing will stand in their
path to the Future.
There are probably some who read this and wonder what I am
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talking about. Is not America a going concern still? Are not whites
just whites? America is D E A D . The American Republic died at Appomattox. A l l semblance of self-government went under after 1945.
Whites are allowed only to be taxed in this oligopoly. They must
not complain too loud about anything, including die bastardization
of their children with non-whites. Test your "white rights" against
any non-white in a court of 'law.' If it is a Federal court, you will be
told right away that you are not covered by the Fourteenth Amendment; that the non-white you are against is a ward of the Federal
government with special protections under the "Civil Rights" laws.

THE NUREMBERG TRIALS
In the fall of 194$ the victorious Allied Powers convened the
International Military Tribimals at Nuremberg, during which the
top National Socialist leaders were put on trial for making "aggressive war" and "crimes against humanity." The results were a foregone conclusion, i n that these trials were kangaroo proceedings in
which defendants were not allowed to produce testimony in their
defense, were not permitted to cross-examine prosecution witnesses,
and could not object to the admission of hearsay testimony. Y o u
will notice that the OSI U.S. Justice Dept. acts just the same way
when it drags a naturalized citizen before a de-naturalization hearing (John Demjanjuk, Frank Walus, Anton Baumann) on a charge
that the defendant lied about his war experiences to get into the
United States. You citizens get the same treatment in U.S. tax proceedings. WWch is why I argue that America is D E A D , not a "rumor"— a reality.
From r/;ir Ta/bn, August 1995,
published by die Euro-American Alliance,
PO Box 21776, Milwaukee WI 53221

i2r

Theory of Government
by
Major Donald V. Clerkin
The following is not a militia theory of government The militia has no theory, merely reactions to its perceptions of government.
Much has been made of the militia, the militia that is spoken of in
the Federalist Papers and acts of Congress. This imorganized militia
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's not the National Guard. The National Guard is part of the
standing army, along with the reserves. The unorganized militia is
the citizenry of the States. It is an organic thing that comes out of
the common law, just as it was in 1775 at Lexington and Concord.
The militiaman is a citizen of the State in which he resides.
This is the only citizenship he enjoys. There is no such thing as a
federal cidzen. The United States government is a creation of the
Constitution, a legal entity not an organic thing. Such a legal creation cannot have citizens, any more than a corporation can have
citizens. The United States Government has officers, civil and military, agents, employees (servants) and wards, those non-whites covered by the civil rights laws passed by the Congress. The President
and his cabinet, the echelons of the cabinet departments, act as
the chairman and the board o f directors o f the corporation
known in international parlance as the United States of America.
Militia opposition to the federal government comes out of the
feeling that the Washington regime has overstepped its boundaries,
its powers granted to it by the Constitution. Heavy federal taxation,
often coupled with IRS brutality, A T F harassment of lawful gun
owners, who know that the Second Amendment does not address
the issues of hunting and sport shooting, the expression of federal
meanness at the Randy Weaver cabin in Idaho and the Branch
Davidian church in Waco, these things have not spawned the rise
of the militia but have resurrected the memory i n many militiamen
of that time more than two hundred years ago when King George
and his Redcoats were acting just like Washington is acting now.
Most of the militia will not agree with what I am saying about
the nature of the United States Government, citing the act of the
government in granting passports to State citizens. The United
States was granted the authority to control the borders which it
does not at all and within this authority lies the power to issue l i censes to both leave and enter the United States. This does not
change the relationship between the States and the federal government; neither does it alter the fact that unless one is born on a federal reservation, he is i n no way a federal "citizen." Washington
may call us its "citizens," but we remain, as whites, citizens only of
the respective States in which we were born or now reside. We may
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become employed by the federal government, of be commissioned
by the United States into its military; or some may decide to avail
themselves of the civil rights laws, those persons "of color" protected by the Fourteenth Amendment, and thus accept the position
of a ward of Washington. But the common law which is the foundation of the States admits of only an organic citizenship, which no
Fourteenth Amendment, "ratified" unlawfully In 1868 by forcing
the secessionist States to go along or suffer martial law forever, can
legally change. N o law, federal or State, can militate against this
common law fact.
.
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, ET CETERA
In the matter of the arrest of Gerhard Lauck in Denmark on a
German warrant, I contacted Senator Herb Kohl of Wisconsin.
H^re is his reply: "I am writing to you In further reference to Gerhard Lauck, an American citizen being held by the government of
the German Federal Republic, (paragraph) I hsyt been informed by
the Department of State that sorneone firom the American Embassy
in Germany has visited with M r . Lauck. However, due to the Privacy Act, and since M r . Lauck has signed a limited Privacy Act release, there is no further information that can be passed on to you
about this matter. I trust, however, that this information will be
helpful to you. (paragraph) Again, thank you for thinking of me.
(paragraph) Herb Kohl, U.S, Senator" (dated May 22, 1995). This
is all very mysterious. N o publicity about Gerhard Lauck's arrest off
a street in Copenhagen. But China has pinched one of their dissident expatriates, Harry W u , and the headlines are screaming about
it. .
' , '
^
ik: ^
I have been asked if there is any further news in the murder of
Joe Rowan; It will be remembered that I tried to mandamus the
District Attorney of Radine County here in Wisconsin to force him
to hold a "John Doe" hearing. I was unsuccessful on January 6th,
this year. I then received a letter from Sheila Rowan, Joe's wife, saying that there are witnesses willing to testify. M y advice was that the
witnesses should swear out affidavits as to what they witnessed and
send them directly to Judge Dennis J. F|ynn of Circuit Court In
^
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Racine. I have no further information as to what these witnesses did
or did not do. I do Icnow that Robert Fiancher, the district attorney,
is whining to the media that he is being hounded by Joe's friends
from all over the world. That is something, at least. But it would be
nice to prosecute.
i^r -Cr
The short-wave "patriots" fancy themselves historians and philosophers. Lately they have drummed up a theory that claims the Clinton Administration and the W o r l d Government idea is " N a z i . "
Never mind that Clinton's appointees are predominantly Jews. O r
that 'Israel first' is the order of the day in Washington. O r that
since the 1954 Brown decision of the Supreme Court the policy has
been to mongrelize the white race. Bill Cooper claims that the 'antiterrorism' bill is die same response that Hider gave to the Reichstag fire in 1933. We agree that the Oklahoma City bombing was a
put-up job. But the response and everything else that Z O G does is
a Jew-Marxist plan to destroy the sovereignty of the country first
and then get the white race by the throat. N o "Nazi" government
would force the integration of the races and put Jews at the head of
such policies!
From Euro-American Quarterly
Summer, 1995

~ TOK BOOK THAT MADE THE JEWS SO MAD
THEY HAD TO INVENT THE MOVIE HOLOCAUS'n

AUSCHWITZ:

An Eye-witness Ileport
by Thies Christophcrsen, Foreword by Manfred Roeder
brdor No: OlOlY-sinfrle copy $3.i50 + $1.50 for posbige,
5 copies $15.00 ^ $2.00 for postage. Order today!
LIBERTY BELL PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 2i, Reedy WV 25270 USA
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The Enemy Within
by
J. B. Cdmpbell

Flashpoint, by Ingrid Weckert, tells how a Jewish organization i n Paris engineered the infamous ReichskristaUnacht,
the
Night of Brpken Glass, i n which the windows of hundreds of
Jewish businesses were shattered and dozens of synagogues were
burned in Berlin and other German cities in November, 1938. A
number of Jews were killed as well. Because of Germany's wellknown anti-Jewish policy it was assumed that the attack was carried out by the government in retaliation for the murder that day
in Paris of German diplomat V o m Rath by a young Polish Jew.
The considerable damage was held up as proof that the Germans
were barbarians who deserved to be annihilated. It lead immediately to sympathy for Jews, as well as hatred for Germans, due to
the well-coordinated manipulations of people's minds by the Jewish-controlled press, especially i n this country. It was a case of
Jews sacrificing other Jews to create indefinite guilt over Jewish
victims and to gain power and wealth from that guilt. It was a terrible, but not the worst, example of the Big Lie. (The worst example occurred a few years later.)
Several years ago it was reported i n France and Israel that
Jewish cemeteries in those countries had been desecrated simultaneously. The French case was particularly revolting and i n v o l v e d the d e s e c r a t i o n n o t o n l y o f gravestones but o f a
recently-buried Jewish corpse. W i t h i n a day or so the culprit i n
Israel was arrested and he turned out to be a Jew. The French
culprit was not arrested but the two vandalisms were coordinated to blame and discredit the French nationalistic party of
Jean-Marie LePen, who had angered Jews by his unwillingness
to salute them.
It now appears that a similar provocation, based on the same
motive, has occurred in this country. Colville, Washington is located near the Idaho border and has been noted for the determination of its residents to resist government abuse. Many of those
residents are naturally members or supporters oflocal militia units.
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These are mostly normal people with regular jobs who have
simply had enough threats, bullying and seizures by our
treacherous, thieving employees in government. There has
been no trouble in ColviUe and there have been no outrages
committed by our employees since it became clear that
ColviUe area residents now have a zero-tolerance policy with
regard to official abuse. In fact, police in the eastern area of
Washington have a similar hands-off policy for known militiamen as that which exists in Western Montana. The tide
has definitely turned and this is extremely alarming to those
who have worked so hard to disarm Whites. The following
story demonstrates how desperate the anti-Whites have become.
Malcolm and J i l l Friedman own two supermarkets in
ColviUe. On the 13th of June they were kidnapped by a lone
gunman in camouflage fatigues. "He told us he [and four
others] had come to this area to perform hate crimes on selected individuals," said Malcolm Friedman. "They were
hired to come here, scare the targeted groups and shoot
up their homes so the liberal media would blame the
whole thing on the local m i l i t i a . " The targeted groups
were Jews (the Friedmans are converts to Christianity)
and other minorities. The gunman told the Friedmans
that he had been "abandoned and betrayed by the people
I work for," and by his gang, which had apparently returned to the Midwest without him.
Who were the people he worked for? He claimed that his
gang had been hired by "an extremist Jewish group" which
wants a climate more favorable to gun control. He told the
Friedmans that he was himself half Jewish. What he wanted
since being dumped was to have enough money to get back to
Wisconsin. The Friedmans came up with a few thousand dollars and he let them go after forcing them to drive him to
S{iokane, where he took their car and disappeared. He told the
Friedmans that he was merely taking orders and was "just the
tail of the dog" in a well-orchestrated plot of subversive activity. "He said he was supposed to be extracted from this area
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three days ago. In the meantime, he has been camping out and
waiting," said Jill Friedman. "Technically, he felt that he was a
dead man. He said that after escaping the area his first intention
was to protect his loved ones who were in danger and kill three or
four people who had betrayed him." The gunman said that
"something major was going to happen in Sandpoint, Idaho this
summer."
The gunman, according to Colville's Statesman-Examiner,
told the Friednians that it probably would not do much good to
go to the media with such a wild story. "He told us, 'You can tell
your story but tbey (the media) will make you out to be liars,'" Jill
Friedman said. He was right for this Is exactly what die Spokane
Spokesman-Review did. The media always make the truthtellers
out to be liars when the truth makes die enemy within look bad.
The Friedmans, vicdmlzed twice in this affair, are extremely lucky
to be alive for the desperate gunman stated that he was prepared
to kill them both.
The enemy within is trying to blame the militia for criminal
acts committed by the enemy. Fewer and fewer Americans believe
the enemy's propaganda anymore. This makes the enemy apprehensive and increasingly reckless. The Big Lie is his main weapon
and it worked well in Operation Desert Storm against foreigners.
It failed in Oklahoma City against the milida, mainly because we
knew bettei. The enemy's ruthless decepdon in ColviUe failed too
and we are the wiser for it. The Friedmans must be congratulated
and thanked for their warning to us of just how desperate the enemy within has become. Their warning will help us recognize the
next act of desperation and identify the real criminals as agents of
the enemy within.
Q
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Herr Dietz:
February 1995
Thank you for the issues o f your publication Liheitf Bell. I am an avid reader gpncrally and the material y o u provided was
immediately read through. Diiri"g
Oliver era (his passing marked the end o f
the Age of Apostles), the good Doctor i n variably gave us a few recent Liberty BcU numbers v\4jen wc met togptbcr. The fact
that we never paid for the privilege of this occasional readership is not a reflection
of our valuation of worth o f the publication; rather, it deniohstrates that wc are
tight-fisted and philosophically i n such high accord with the principles of popular
Salvation espoused as to have a reduced need for current forms xaken by those
principles.

LETTERS
totlie
EDITOR

Nonetheless, your publication scnres (potentially) a readership which arrives with
the barren philosophies o f Mongreliiation, Calumnification, Deceit, Egahtarianism, Demoncracy, etc. and as' one of the only sources presehdy available in any
land for the antidote to these potent agencies of Genocide, wc must support your
publication with more than our occasional readership! The Lamp o f Truth, which
casts the Beam which defines Life fi^om Death, must increi^ngly shine as the
Force of Lies grows^ in-Power. Just as the Apostolic Age has ended, so too could
end the present Enlightenment should Liberty Bell fall prey to our neglect. I cannot express to y o u m y depth o f conviction that a D a r k Age threatens, during
which laimch o f publications remotely suggestive of T r u t h w i l l be imposable;
soon, your publication s viability w i l l alone bare the Masquerade. Fortunately,
Liberty Bell has so far survived the many challenges without my subscription:
please find enclosed remittance for an annual subscription.
I certainly do not subscribe to the notion that an Information Age has dawned,
during which the fi^ee-flowing exchange of ideas will usher i n Global Prosperity.
•^Such thinking is eagerly adopted by little boys and gjrls who find their hands on
die reins o f power i n what today passes as "Our" government; thereafter, these i n formed persons tout new literacies as the key to success for the twenty-first Century. O u r fiiture success depends.on racial Solidarity, the oldest literacy and all
' • that will be left after the children finish ramming higji tech Society into the brick
W a l l of Degeneracy.
N o r do I believe that "worst case scenario, all W e need do is Nothing" as was proposed by a qjeaker at the recent Symposium i n honor o f D r . Oliver. That prescription is certainly convenient, but it assures falsely and seems decidedly out of
place at an event honoring One who did so much. For my part, daily living provides me with literally countless opportunities for promotion of the Cause. I believe i t was Pitt who postulated that "Where Law ends. Tyranny begins;" i n
accord, we must structure our aaivides, building Solidarity i n racial relations as
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the only alternative to the slide into Oblivion. I've always been indicted by the
charge that "all diat needs happen for evil to triumph is that good men do noth-

The current popularity o f The Bell Curve means less than nothing to me as an observer of O u r slide into Oblivion. Most of diose infected vyddi H I V are dioroughly
conversant with not only the cause o f their fatal disease state, hut also with the
most recent research findings, efforts to defeat the viruses, legislation to oudaw its
effects, etc. Desjpite their knowledge, the H I V continues to ravage, exacting its
price for the disgusting choices which led to most infections. So it is with the
"controversial" issues currendy vogued by The Bell Curve. Having an opinion on
whether or not there is a connection between race and intelligence, and i f so what
should (if anything) be done about it, is roughly comparable accomplishment.
Genetic infection (dysgenics) occurs, becomes epidemic In proportion, and then
the host populations reaa by tecoming suitably "educated." Because the damage
is already done, studying the instmment of injury only enables self-pity, those saddest things, "which might have been." A n y feggot might sunilarly bemoan of the
failed bathhouse condom—some undoubtedly do!
I was recendy cast by fate into die company of a particularly loathsome member
of the local legal community, and listened while he "explauied" that the bell curve
accounted for the inept behavior o f some Negro. Realizing that the bell curve had,
through no involvement o f this slob, given h i m the wits with w h i d i he had thus
far fooled clients into paying his exorbitant fees, I tried to account for his tone o f
superiority, I could not. The racial heritage, to which he owes distinction, he does
nothing to preserve. I have had sporadic contact with this person over the past ten
years, and stand reasonably certain that he will die without ever having announced
to a member of his race that their membership elevates, makes value for them i n
his eyes. H e w i l l not speak that basic Truth, because he does not know it, nor
could he believe it. The fact of inherited intelligence as a competitive advantage is
simply somediing to be lorded over others, not preserved by building racial Solidarity. H a d the social prophylaxis which preserved the racial legacy of his forbears
failed, he would be i n the genetic position of that bathhouse queer! Only by cultivating humility can such a person begin to appreciate the need for validating the
special worth of other members of his race, who are the indisputable tmstees o f
the legacy his pride blinds h i m from acknowledging.
I unreservedly recommend to anyone the practice o f crediting another with that
other's racial heritage, I cannot say the same for discrediting along those lines. The
former is always complimentary and tends toward building racial Solidarity; i n
contrast, the latter is usually taken as provocative insult. O f course, none of tlus
applies to radically deracinated Caucasians (I cannot bring myself to use the tenn
Aryan In reference to this too common sort), who will usually dispute that their
race is worthy "of remark, let alone praise. I cannot honesdy say what, i f anything.
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these racial wastrels do if actually told that their race is inferior, since I've never
spoken that Lie, and usually the Enemies of Our People impugn OUR ENTIRE
RACE not simply one of Us. Even though the deracinated Caucasian might
flinch at being saluted for his racial heritage, I reiterate that I unreservedly recommend die practice.
An excellent opportimity for the verbal salute is after performing a service for the
Brother, who is disposed with gratitude for the deed. If situations permit, I've refused payment and explained that I feel M payment in helping a member of Our
race. This really takes affect because it's usually the only time the Brother has received a racial dividend, and because it keeps us both out of the System.
If lie insists on payment, we m i ^ c talk about the AHen and the System, but I've
had to accept payment when I really didn't want to, from Aryans whose Pride was
not focused where it belongs. I'm always sure that the racial dividend offered left a
positive message of Solidarity with the Brother. If We treat each other like pigeons, do We have any reason to expect better from members of the other races? If
this practice is too radical for you, remember that Our ftiture is only as strong as
Our Blood, and that all the Money in Tel Aviv will not purify one Drop of Blood
from the Mongrel. If you must, look at it as an Investment which will pay you
well; better still, see it as your Duty to help a Brother in need. This racial Wilderness which is dawning calls for a Pioneer Spirit, not for clingjng to the System
which has excavated the Solidarity from beneath Our race. Needless to say, paying
such a dividend to a member of another race is the rankest behavior of Renegades:
all such "charity" must be condemned as misplaced. I have minimal business with
other races, and always deal (at least) at arms length.
But I have digressed, Herr Dietz!
A few weeks ago Mr. Keith Whited called and we spent some time together discussing the testamentary dispositions of Dr. Oliver. Thereby, I became somewhat
familiar with the provisions of the trust and will... If you woidd like to discuss
anything regarding the Oliver estate with me, please feel free to contact me. You
will never find a bill from me to you, but perhaps I can repay in some small part,
by whatever service I can perform for you, the many services you have performed
for Our people, and for the esteemed Dr. Oliver.
Until then I remain sincerely yours.
T.W.F., Illinois
SB

*
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Anent April Liberty Bell, especially page 9. What Weber didn't mention was that
the Bell Curve was written by experts. An Expert - "Those who avoid the minor
mistakes on the way to the grand delusion." Now, the Bell Curve is very good at
discussing the genetics part of intelligence. Since they are Establishment writers,
believing that America is one of the best-fed nations in the world, they namrally
would not mention the imthinkable. And that is, that food could have anything
to do with intelligence.
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This writer developed a pregnancy diet for die production of smart children and,
over the ensuing thirty years, It's been te.«ed many times, always successfully. That
should be recognized as an accomplishment, in view of die seven million mentally
deficient children in die United Srates, as reported by the Department of HEW.
It's quite obvious that the Bell Curvevfritcrs do not bcUcvc die old adagp, "You arc
what you eat." I present some Informadon from ancient writings of 2,500 years
ago, that translates:
"The lazy one, fiill of pride and prejudice, despondent and dilatory in work...
shallow, dogmatic and narrow oudook, taking a part for the whole [a good definition of today's liberal],
I

peverts everything, constming even wrong as rl^t."
This Is from a discussion of what happens to people when they eat stale food. And
America lives on stale food. Nine our often Americans don't even know what the
definition of "fresh" is, much less get fresh food to eat. Low quality food dulls the
mind and negates the feculty of foresight. State food results in - "...constming
even wrong as right..."- and is a good explanation for the increase in crime in the
United States. You should read Barbara Reed-Stitt's book, Nutrional Guidelines
for Correcting behavior. Barbara Reed-Stitt was a Probation Officer in Ohio for
many years and she straightened out hundreds of kids by chanlnging their diet.
(Nutritional Guidelines for Correcting Behavior is available from Natural Press,
P.O. Box 730, Manitowoc, WI 54221 - $10.00 postpaid).
You can read more about it in my recent book. Unhealthy Pood = Unhealthy People, available from Harold Simpson, 4842 N . Magnolia, Chicago, 111 60640-4710
- $15.00 postpaid. There is a lot more to th elntelligence problem than is oudlned
in the Bell Curve.
Yours truly,
Harold N . Simpson, Biochemist
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Dear Mr. Dietz:
Enclosed is my sub renewal. Please accept my thanks for informing me of Mr.
Oliver App's address. I was indeed able to obtain from him a copy of Dr. Austin
App's autobiography, which I greatly enjoyed.
I was privileged to hav occasionally corresponded and spoken on die telephone
with Dr. Revilo Oliver from 1977 until just prior to his passing. During my last
conversation with him, I expressed my outrage at the ADL-Scientology coup at
the I H R and asked him whether he shared my view. He replied simply: " O f
course?", and went on to say that while the treachery of Weber and O'Keefe weas
unexpected, Marcellus should have been fired years ago as soon as Willis Carto
discovered that Marcellus was a Scientologist. Dr. Oliver said he agreed to serve
on the IHR's advisory board in 1980 not out of any great love for Mr. Carto, but
to further historical revisionism as a usefiil weapon against our common enemy.
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Over the years, D r . Oliver hinted to me diat he had begun to write a history of
the U.S. "right wing" in this century. Perhaps, M r . Dietz, you might inquire of
Mrs. Oliver i f there are any of the professor's articles or writing that have not seen
th elight of day? If so, then perhaps it would be possible to publish them.
W e l l , the long-expected offensive against the Aryan militias has begun, with die
schweinerei i n Oklahoma City so reminiscent of the K i n g David Hotel bombing
of 1947. This deed has ail the earmarks of a joint Mossad-FBI "Cointelpro" operation, wherein this M c V e i g h fellow, a young Gordon Liddy type (I.e., more
dogged lanaticism than either brains or character) is carefiilly selected and indoctrinated, and with his A r m y explosives background becaomes the perfect patsy,
who can be counted on never to talk and reveal anything about his controllers.
At the time I write this (May 4th), Z O G has still not apprehended the sijvarthy,
thick-lipped individual w i t h tlie Middle-Eastern accent they've dubbed "John
Doe 11," although they found his stooge i n no time! McVeigh's handler is probably back i n Tel Aviv by now, as happened with C o l . Harati, Manny Noriega's
kosher supervisor, \yho skedaddled to the U n h o l y Land when forewarned o f
Bush's Panama invasion. Once again, the Golem is collared but Rabbi Loew flies
the coup!
"Within hours of this staged atrocity, as i f on cue, H i l l ^ ' s husband, the Jewsmedia, and the G O P Congress all began to howl for draconian new acts (many o f
which had already been introduced weeks before by G o y Ginrich) to round up
and imprison those avs^l americans who have the temerity to even contemplate
opposing God's Race bywords or by arms. W e are facing edicts that will make the
Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 iooko like a Golden Age of free thought!
It must be noted, however, that not all militias are "created equal." It was a major
tactical blunder o f the larger militias to put on armed displays of bravado for the
Jewsmedia, Every time armed patriots posture ostentatiously i n public, the hammer of Z O G descends on them. Will, they never learn to heed the late Pastor Bob
Miles" admonition to keep a low profile and away from cameras?! Also, a number
o f militias have been well Infiltrated (perhaps even set up i n several cases) by
A D L _ F B I agents provocateurs. The Spotlight (December 26th issue) ran a story
from the London Sunday Telegraph on the "Texas Constitutional Militia," one of
whose leaders, one M a r k Bowers, boasts of being Jewish, spurns "neo-Nzis," and
says his group wants to recruit "Blacks, Jews, and Latinos!" Potential joiners of
such xnilitias must ask plenty of questions, beginning with a demand to know
their positions on race and the Jews. If they reply that they are "open to all good
Americans, of i f they equivocate on this baic issue, avoid them like the proverbial
plague!
As we fece the prospect of Ragnarok, whether we be Identity, Odinist, or Nationl
Socialist, we can all appreciate that a Gentile convert of the Jews truly becomes
"twofold more the child of hell" than those who coriverted him! Beware the enemy within as welt as withoud
Sincerely,
M . B . , California
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Dear George,
Have been meaning to write for ."ioine time. Both to diank you for sending Liberty
Bell and to express a few words about Doctor Oliver.
Doctor Oliver's words will of course live on for as long as our kind exists. H o w
long that may be is still an unanswered question. Savitri Deviwould undoubtedly
have expressed the birth, life and death of such a giant i n cosmic terms thatwould
embarrass or put to shame lesser literary talents. But confined as we are to the
mundane terms, of this unreasonable" age of reason," and Savitri having passed on
to duties i n Valhalla, let us just recognize that whether through genetic accident or
the will of the Gods, a few of us were allowed to witness a superior man.
The tragedy is not that D r . Oliver has passed on, for that is the way of nature.
What saddens the heart is that due to the treason of our own kind there was such
a small audience to read the words of a master. M y sincere thanks to Liberty Hell
for providing a way for at least a lew to hear his wisdom. A t least his intellect is
preserved i n horded and treasured copies. So i f and when we w i n this struggle a
pure light wiU shine.
Perhaps Ishould say when, not if, we w i n this stru^le. I realize our enemies police powers, military powers, and media control are awesome and the future looks
dark. But we should remember that the age of greatest Jewish power is always followed by the age of greatest Jewish arrogance, which is i n turn followed by the pogrom. A time comes, as it has now, that their control is so obvious that it cannot
be concealed. Then they can no longer tmst gentiles to betray their own so they
assume roles where they are easily identified. White men of ambition are excluded
from advancement and rebel. Cormption is rampant. W e are at that time. It is not
Der Tag of the escapists, but the inevitable i n nature's ever repeating cycles. So let
us be of good heart and this cycle settle accounts for all time with the ancient
agent of chaos.
I remain yours for the Fourteen Words, "We must secure the existence of our people and a fliture for White children,"
David Lane
® * ®
March 25, 1995
Dear M r , Dietz:
O n the bottom of page 14 of your catalogue of March 1, 1995 you state, " A n
apology was extracted from M r , Ford, but it appeared over the forged signature
of—Harry Bemiet." I have a book. They Never Called H i m Henry, written by
Bennet along with a professional writer, Paul Marcus, copyright 1951 by Paul
Marcus, In that book Bennet states flatly that he forged M r . Ford's signature on
that document. Quote from page 56 of my paperback copy:
"(Arthur) Brisbane (Hearst Press), (Samuel) Untermeyer (High level Jew attorney), and Louis Marshall (of the American Jewish committee), drew up the
iameous 'apology.' Called M r . Ford, I told h i m an 'apology' had been drawn up,
and added, it's pretty bad, M r , Ford. M r Ford said, 'You sign it and setde the
thing up'. In the presence of Gaston Plantiff, I signed M r Ford's signature to the
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document. The 'apology' was printed in die Dearborn Independent, and the paper ceased publication early in 1928."
So much for Harry Bennet's account of the affair. No clue as to who Gaston Plantiff was.
We learn from reading rfiis whole book, by Bennet's own account, that Harry
Bennet was a consistent traitor both to Mr. Ford, and to America, and a scheming
and ruthless scoundrel all the way round. He was Mr. Ford's top executive officer
for many years.
K.C., New York State
SB

S

®

Dear Mr. Dietz;
Mr. Joseph D. Pryce's article in the May Liberty Ml, outlined his experience, but
obviously he doesn't have the foggiest idea of his basic problem.
Mr. Pryce's basic problem is d:iat he is trying to argue with people who are living
on stale food, the older ones having done so since the end of World War 11 and he
has no understanding of die effect of stale food upon the mind.
Now, an American will tell you that food has no effect upon the mind and that
just displays his ignorance of the basics of food. Ifhe wouJd get an Oriental to "let
his hair down" and talk about food, he would first be told that all foods have a
medicbal effect and that foods do affect the mind and personality. The Hindus
wrote about it 2,500 years ago in the I4th thru 17th chapters of the "Bhagavad
Gita". (Note: some of the modem translations are not clear. The best translation
is probably that of M . Gupta from Allahabad, India. )
The "Gita" tells that those who live on stale food either have their religious instincts perverted, or lost. Their mind does notfianctionproperly, they take "a part
for the whole" (a good definition of a Liberal), they lose the faculty of foresight
and become full of pride and prejudice, despondent and dilatory in work.
The sad fact is that most Americans live on stale food and if they get anything
fresh, it is purely by accident. Nine out often Americans don't even know the
meaning of the word "ftesh". If Mr. Ptyce can answer these three questions, he'd
have a lot better understanding of his problem.
l)What are the three prime qualities of food?
2}Why is each quality of food needed by a human?
3}What happens to a human when any one of these qualities is missing from his
food?
Now, most of these people he talks to are nominally Christians, eidier Left-wing
or Right-wing. He could gig them by telling them that they just don't believe
what they pray and that is easy to prove.
This is covered more thorougjily in my book. Unhealthy Food = Unhealthy People.
There is an old saying, "You are what you eat," and when a country lives on stale
food, it really gets into big trouble. There will be no recovery until the food is improved. The American food rates the lowest in quality of any national diet in the
world and Americans just ignore it.
Yours very truly
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Harold N . Simpson, Biochemist
P.S. The article on William Pelley is worth the price of the subscription. Congratulations to you.

***
A Book Review by T H E BOOK READER, Spring 1995: Unhealthy Food = UnheaUhy People, by Harold N . Simpson, Peter Jon Simpson, paper, $15, Ancient
Rules for Modern Food. "We are our own gravediggers. Witii our teeth." We are
what we cat. And that's never been more apparent than today, with consumers
caught in a maelstrom of advice. Wisdom, common sense and science win out in
Simpson's book, which combines his 60 year experience as a biochemist widi food
rules from cultures much older dian ours. He examines die histor)' of disease and
nutrition, the technological "improvements" in die handling and disbibution of
stuff we eat. Fresh? Forget it. "Processing and refining foods makes for long shelf
life, high profit and a lot of business for the medical profession. It is a disaster for
the consumer." The nutshell: sickness in America comes mostly from degenerative
diseases caused by stale, unhealthy food. Logic and evidence drive Simpson's arguments. Especially his classification of four classes of unhealthy food. One, food
contaminated not just by salmonella and other bacteria, but by chemicals. Second,
food tiiat is spoiled, with poisonous by-products. Thefridgeinhibits spoiling but
not the third problem; oxidized, stale food. "The worst offenders are unsaturated
fats...which prod uce free radicals." Fourth, unwholesome food in which vital nutrients are processed-out. Simpson lists "calendars" for food freshness, inspects the
Staple American Diet, and lists seven Time Bombs to avoid. He's not a vegetarian,
but insists an freshness, "All of our fabulous new ways of keeping food 'fresh'
don't." Pervasive advice for modern America.
® «

s

O P E N L E T T E R TO:

May 1,1995

Terrence Petty
c/o Associated Press
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Petty:
Recently there appeared in the newspaper a sympathetic article you had penned
concerning former American GI's traveling to a high school in Munich, Germany,
to relate their tales of die liberation of Dachau. They spoke to a 'rapt' audience, so
you advised,
While your narrator, Dee Eberhard, a 20 year old soldier at the time of Dachau's
liberation, admits to seeing a German soldier "kicked" to death by an inmate, he
does not mention the greater atrocity committed there by his fellow GI's of the
157th Regiment, 45th Infantry Division, An atrocity that is at odds with every
known wartime convention. Perhaps he never knew such took place. I have been a
soldier in two wars. I realize how narrow the scope, how littie one sees, firsthand,
of the big picture. I also know how readily government hides its ugly tmths.
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For your informadon. elements of the US 157th Regiment, under the conunaod
of an oiBcer, lined up German personnel, including teen-aged German guards, at
Dachau and machine-gunned to death 520 of a total of 560. Your fellow GIs,
Dee, did this afierjiiox high-school lads had laid down their weapons and raised
their hands! (Please view enclosed US Army file photo).

wodd war II was a magnificent Joust fought by knights in shining armour: the Allies, and demonic ogres: the AXIS, needs to be shattered. That war was an absolute disaster for whites! Only Jews gained power and profit fi-om it.
The ball is bouncing jubilantly in your court, old chappie. What?? You say the sly,
evil tribe that holds sway in the USA will not allow such fairness?? Well, desert
them, Terrence!
E.H., Arkansas

insert photo here

***
L E T T E R TO CEOs of

No one was sentenced to be hanged for this brutal, callous act as was the case at
Malmedy, where Germans shot some GI prisoners in the heat of battle when
those prisoners refused an order to stand pat and began running away. In fact, no
one was Sentenced to anything for the killing of the Dachau teens. The entire incident was hushed up and conveniently forg(j)tten until the arrival of truth-seeking, revisionist historians.
My three years of intensive research re the second world war has convinced me
that the atrocities committed by the Allies and their various resistance Units, outweigh in violence and viciousness those committed by the AXIS powers, (Russia
was a darling ally, remember?)
How deceitfUly primed we were to fight our racial kin. Why, Hitler was dangerously near to robbing us of ourfi-eedoms,so said the lying Roosev^t! What utter
nonsense! The Nazis couldn't even get across the Channel^—^much less the Adantic, All perceptive men now know there was no USA interest served in slaughtering Germans. Although we didn't know it at the time, the Jewish media now
infers we were there solely to liberate Jews. Well, you couldn't have sold me on
that mission, brother. International Jewry declared wacon Germany in 1934 and
thereby lost its innocence. The Reich reacted normally, (see clip)
It seems to me that fairness dictates that American high school seniors be given
the opportunity of listening to German veterans tell their experiences. Talk about
rapt attention! I'll bet the auditorium couldn't hold the students! Most of us are
bored, Terrence, with hearing the same dull, one-sided, Zionist-distorted stoty re
W W II. I know I am.
May I suggest: Hans Schmidt, a former soldier in the WafFen SS, now living in
the USA; Ernst Zundel, of Tpronto who put the holocaust on trial; and Thies
Christophersen, a German soldier who survived the "hate crime of the century";
thefire-bombingof Dresden, as candidates to speak? Thies lives In Denmark now;
he fled Germany to stay out of jail. His crime? He said he doubted the namral-law
YJolating tales of the Holocaust. That's the extent of his crime, sports fans! Just expressing his opinion. "Oh, my!", say the Jews and their dupes. "What a ghastly
crime! Burn him at the stake! Twice!"
Yes, T. Petty, if you or someone can arrange such a visit to American high
schools, what a great leap forward for truth and fairplay! This ridictJous myth that
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April 29,1995

ABC Television
CBS Television
NBC Television
C N N Television
Sirs:
As in the final, decadent days of Rome, a modern, bloated, incompetent, fearfiJ,
tyranny serves its populace huge dollops of circuses and games in order to deflect
attention awayfromits ugly self Unlike Rome, whose messages traveled at carrierpigeon speed, our tyranny's distractions race at the speed offight...right into living rooms all across the land. Packs of yapping, nervous, television lapdogs
fawnin^y bring their master's edicts and misinformation to life on the T V screen.
Latterday Romans such as Flavius 'flatulence'- Rather, Fluvial 'weepy Jeimings,
Gaius 'gassy' Brocaw , and Janus 'hanoi-e-o rose' Fonda are typical of the barkers
at the NETS. They arc now In die enviable position of serving their country while
they serve their N E T . With the Jail of the White House in 1992, to the aUen
forces of revenge, deception, greed and myth who own the media, the NETS and
the government are now one and the same.
Yes, as this society disintegrates a la the Soviet Union; as the mores of the savage
Africans spread; you media moguls have been instructed to blunt any stirring of
protest by the Indo-European American (the Atyan American ) by attempting a
soothing balm of increased television bilge of bare-butts and bosh. Typical of this
attempt is your nonstop coverage of that sickening farce: the O.J. trial. (Will
McVeigh have his "people" as jurors? Old Juice does. Oh, well. Just asking.
With the tragic bombing in Oklahoma City, you people have gone ape. What
repetition! What outrageous accusations! What callous disregard for decency and
proportion! Actually, with the ultraviolent programs you NETS air everyday,
most people thought the Oklahoma City bombing was just regular programming
until the sound track got their attention. Only the truly brain dead find anything
redeeming in the audio-visual slop you serve.
Regarding the atrocity committed at O K City, it appears to be a political act.
Menachem Begin, who blew up the King David hotel in Jerusalem in the late forties, thereby killing and maiming scores of British militaty men and others,
claimed the bombing was a political statement, and that the faiJt for it lay
squarely on the shoulders of the British: the viaims. The Israelis enthusiastically
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agreed. Begins blowing innocents to bits didn't sully his resume widi fellow Jews;
they made him Prime Minister.

melange o f miscegenation. A r y a n decency and riglit w i l l t r i u m p h ! Yes! Triumph.
E . H . , Ark3n.sas

I've always been cursed with a mind that tries to reason along a straight and iair
path. I've never understood this business that for a Jew to blow up innocents, it's
O K . But, for anyone else to do it, man! it's bad! M y poor brain and heart finds all
crushing of innocents bad...period! Just a normal Aryan trait.
Nevertheless, all situations aren't the same. The hitman is really less guilty of the

* **
W e must sympathize w i t h i n n o c e n t victims o f the b o m b i n g o f the fcdercl b u i l d i n g
in O k l a h o m a C i t y o n 19 A p r i l .
H o w e v e r , i f those w h o were responsible f o r the b o m b i n g are I s l a m i c patriots,
thoughtful, w e l l - i n f o r m e d a n d fiiir-mindcd people w i l l rccogni?/: i n the b o m b i n g

crime than the creep who ordered the hit. Right? Even for a horrible crime like

an act o f r e t r i b u t i o n for the i n c o m p a r a b l y greater destruction a n d loss o f life for

O K City, the blame for it may be wider than the alleged bomber, M r . McVeigh.

w h i c h " o u r " government is responsible d u r i n g its w a r against the people o f Iraq, a

However, McVeigh, i f guilty, went a light-year too fiir. H e deserves execution...as

c o u n t r y w h i c h h a d d o n e us n o h a r m a n d w h i c h h a d been officially assured o f

did Menachem Begin. There is never an excuse for terrorising the innocent. T h e

A m e r i c a n neutrality i n tha case o f a w a r between Iraq a n d K u w a i t .

guilty, well, that's intellectual grist for another day at the mill.

T h e terrible loss o f life i n O k l a h o m a C i t y w i l l perhaps have to be regarded as one

What is causing the rage o f the white man today? C o i J d his frustration come fi-om

o f the costs o f our ruthless support o f the Z i o n i s t s i n their hostile actions toward

finding his freedoms being taken away from him? (Civil Rights Acts) H i s life

their Islamic neighbors.

threatened by out-of-control goon squads? (Waco, Ruby Creek, Bmnswick? H i s

Charles E . W e b e r

property confiscated without due process? ( R I C O ) H i s children torn from h i m

2 4 4 6 E A s t 2 2 n d Place

and fed lies about their race, their history, their worth? (The disgusting toadying

Tulsa, O k l a h o m a 74114

to the neanderthals by school and church) The tax burden he bears to feed an indolent subclass; subhumans whose only skills are copulating and consuming? O r
is it the deliberate, endless, ubiquitous, evil indoctrination of miscegenation that
so alarms him? I think it is the latter. Race-mixing means his death. H e sees the
malignant force that now controls his country, driving him to min—even to racial
suicide. T h e new mission at Zionist control is to belittle H m , to sneer at his decency, to destroy his sense of values, to deny h i m his pride in race and heritage, to
actually steal his nation from him; a nation that was his until 1948. Little wonder
that he has finally become aware o f the deadly peril that exists. T h e ballot box has
ceased as a means o f recovering what is rightfully his. Zionists, and their Clinton-

* s *
M a r c h 6, 1 9 9 5
Tanya Metaksa

Tel 703 267 1000

National Rifle Association

Fax 703 267 3985

Institute F o r L e g i s l a t i v e A c t i o n
11250 Waples M i l l R o a d
Fairfax, V A 2 2 0 3 0
Dear M s . Metaksa,

esque style puppets, will never relinquish power peaceftiUy. They have already nullified his people's pitiful, litde 'poll' success of last November.

G r e e t i n g s a n d salutations!

I am only a lonely, perceptive individual; neither a follower, nor a followed. I

It is m y u n d e r s t a n d i n g that the B o a r d o f Directors o f T h e N R A has n o w shifted

know only what I hear, read, and observe. But, my antennae are sensitive. C E O s ,

the responsibility to y o u regarding the decisions a n d activities o f the Institute F o r

you, and those you serve, are to blame for the dispair and intense rage that builds.

Legislative A c t i o n ,

Y o u oiled the slide that leads to degeneracy. Y o u , and the feds, may be as guilty of

Specifically w e hear that it is n o w u p to y o u , as Executive D i r e c t o r o f the I L A , to

Oklahoma City as whoever parked the van. You have abused white society, espe-

determine whether o r n o t to pursue certain legal actions through the courts i n the

cially white males, mercilessly. Your relentless goading; your painflil barbs can

effort to retain o u r G o d given rigjit to self defense as affirmed i n o u r C o n s t i t u t i o n

drive some to despair. Y o u are guilty as charged. As Alistair Cooke has warned, a

and B i l l o f R i g h t s — t h e supreme law o f our l a n d , w h i c h w e inherited f r o m our a n -

dvil war is now a possiblity. Kipling once wrote, "beware the Saxon when he at

cestors.

last arouses." The Saxon alarm is ringing. Rhiging!

A l l good people w a n t a just s o l u t i o n to the many complicated issues that l o o m be-

Further laws and repression will be futile. T h e feds/media has lost its moral

fore us, A n d personally I hope that s o m e t h i n g c a n be d o n e t h r o u g h the d e m o -

authority. Your moral authority is qoneQews, and their Aryan allies, now totaUy

c r a t i c p r o c e s s t o p r o t e c t these r i g h t s i n a p o l i t i c a l l y c o r r e c t f a s h i o n , b u t

dominate U S society. T h e good news? T h e enemy's face is bare at last. Race is

considering the fact that the government o f this c o u n t r y used its police a n d m i l i -

blood, and blood is thicker than water. Race transcends borders. The great Teu-

tary forces to w i p e o u t a c h u r c h fidl o f people i n broad day light and o n T V , I just

tonic-Saxon mass is stirring around the world. Even ZOG's military forces are rid-

do n o t see h o w i t is possible. I n m y estimation y o u have acquired a n almost i m -

dled_with Aryans who are determined their race shall not perish i n a muddy-feced

possible task.
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These are times sijuilar to the times before that tried men's souls. W h o wants to
believe that our own government is guilty of such a heinous crime? Who wants to
believe, or even consider that another Waco could happen again? But the fact is:
unless we act to prevent it, another will surely occur, A n d what about Sammy
Weaver, the fourteen year old k i d shot i n the back by the F B I with a machine
gun?
Having read most of your recent editorials i n the American Rifleman I know that
you are sincere and totally committed to the right to self-defense. You are working
with the greatest pro gun, pro second amendment organization in America, the
N R A , and with it I believe that the job of securing the Second Amendment can be
done, but only if you and the Directors use every one and everything at your disposal i n the fight. But let us not suffer under illusions, this is a colossal undertaking.
We are very formnate i n this endeavor to have Kirk Lyons and the C A U S E Foundation s t r u ^ i n g along side of us.
M r . Lyons has of his own iniriacive insrigated proceedings against the perpetrators
to the crirne against the family of Randy Weaver and those of the Branch Davidians.
M r . Lyons struggjes for us and ou r rights too.
This is a fi^t that we cannot afford to lose and I urge you to fijnd the actions he
has undertaken with the money entrusted to you for such a just purpose. I am certain that he w i l l deliver more good for each dollar spent than anyone else on the
planet.
Remember The Alamo,
Sam Houston, Jr., Texas

Butzbach, but instead o f throwing away the key they "only" find mc DM80,000.
After I was released I came home to find that my dear and loving "German" wife
had left me and emptied our bank accoiuits.
It is a good think that I still had some money in the U.S. For her I am now only
a "Na'zi-Bock"—^vhat else is new? So you see, George, other people's lives go from
rags to riches, but my life has always been the other way around. O h , well, no one
will ever be able to say that the Count was a damn materialist, sometimes I think
it would have been better if I had remained i n the U.S. and given you 80% of my
money, but other times I am happy to be home i n the Vaterland. We have many
good peoples here, and the stmggle goes on!!
Germany has changed since the last time I was here, and not for the better. Kleinkahl is a sleepy D o r f i n the mountains of Unterfranken and looks much like
West Virginia. It is about 24km from Aschaffenburg.
Last week a volkstreuer publisher was tny guest for a few days. He seems to think
that it would be good for me i f I would start writing again. So i n a few weeks I
m?iy start on a book, and I think it would help me to sort out my life, I am still
young and If it takes two or three years to finish, so what. I have many great people i n my life—^from Rockwell to Rudel. These encounters should be put i n book
form for young fighters! I f it had not been for the books of the Front generation,
would I know the truth today? Would I be a National Socialist? It is my duty to
undertake this, and when i am no longer, maybe my book or books will continue
the fight against Juda/Rome. Books are living beings i n a sense.
George, please send methe new address for Thies Christophersen in Denmark. I
wish you and your family the best!
H e i l Hitler!

ee « «

M . Z . , Germany

Dear M r . Dietz:
I was just recently given a copy of the Liberty Bellhy a friend of mine who was i n
Costa Rica on a visit. It was Octobeer '91, just a bit late, but I still enjoyed every
article i n it and was able to see how most of the predirtions it contained were well
on the way of becoming standard form especially the Immigration issue. Let it be
known if standing behind the White Race and Sovereignty of our Nation makes
me a racist, then I am one and damn proud to be. I probably have the only Confederate Battle Flag flying in the country of Costa Rica and am also proud of that
and IT.
I have a U . S . mailing address thru M i a m i , F l . and would like your subscription
rates, I feel sure they have changed by no. I will takle a chance and enclose $5-00
for an upto date sample copy if you stUl send them out.
Hoping to hear from you soon,
Respectfully
C . R . N . , Costa Rica

* «*
Dear Comrade:
You are right. I did come to the notice of Z O G last year and served my time i n
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Dear George:
Jarah B . Crawford used to preach Jesus Christ at the farm o f Bob Miles.
N o w , like a reformed drunk, he preaches anti-Christ. H e dug up' my
Libecrty Beli essay o f 15 years ago and let me have his ire in the kisser (by
letter).
I continue to wonder about a 'Movement' that feeds off religious denunciations.
Anything I do to serve the Aryan race is meaninless as long as I remain a Christian. That's Crawford's idea of it,
If I had said years ago that Jesus was a humbug, Crawford would have denounced
me. N o w he denounces me for the opposite reason.
M a j . D . V . Cderkin

* *»

Dear Editor:
Thaixkyou for the excellent book, America's Decline. D r . Oliver was indeed a man
of rare insight and erudidon.,.
M y compliments for the fine Liberty Bell; I always look forward to getting my
monthly copy.
Liberty
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J.G., Switzerland

s » «
Dear Editor:
Although the Oklahoma City bombing is deplorable—nonetheless, I do think we
all owe M r . T i m McVeigh a round of applause for his most original idea on how
to reduce the size of government.
F.P.B., N e w Jersey

ffi *

a

Dear George,
...Thank you again for printing my exchange with Faurisson. Your small, oneman publication is the
Holocaust revisionist publication i n this country because you are the only person who will print so many of the important arguments
which musthi: understood—even when they are rejeected by heroes like Faurisson!
Best regards
F.B., New Jersey
SI

SI

Si

Dear Sir:
Book order enclosed. - It is good to know that amongst this sea of morons celebrating their foul victory over the guardian forces of Western Civilization, there
are others like myself who realize that only through the survival and eventual triumpf of National Socialism can there be hope i n our poor, Jew-tormented homelands,
Let these hordes of morons gjoat over their destruction of the finest and most noble societies our race has ever produced. H o w different were the Axis nations of
National Socialist Germany and Fascist Italy and those other European peoples
who joined them i n their struggle for a better world. Compare them with the societies o f the so-called 'Allied' countries. Russia, a land of brutalized, illiterate
peasantry, led by a monster devoid of any finer values whatsoever. America, totally
in the grip of Jewish Finance Capitalism, led by a twisted cripple. Finally, Britain
a class-dominated society, a bastion of reaction, where a drunken, fat pig of an archreacdonary had crawled himself to the top of the corrupt dunghill.
For a moment I would like to describe this particularly putrid Brirish wartime society. Apart from a few honourable exceptions such as Sir Oswald Mosley and his
followers and various other individuals, as the Brirish member of parliament, Captain Ramsay, etc., who had been arrested and without trial sent to various British
concentration camps. Yes, concentration camps, which were a Brirish creation in
the first place. The only Britons who were still free were those who were beyond
the grasp of Churchill and his cronies,serving the true cause, trying desperately to
bring reason to a deaf Brirish public now totally immersed in a cloud of deceit and
lies. As one of those far-sighted broadcasters, William Joyce accurately said there's
an ill Church i n the land of Churchill. Whilst other volunteered to join the British Free Corps to fight alongside their European brothers i n the joint crusade
against Bolshevism.
But these, as I have already stated, were the exceptions. For the most part the Brit52 — Liberty Bell / October 1995

ish consisted of the upper class chinlcss wonders who made up the British officer
class. Beneath them were the great mass who made up the other ranks, the traditional Tommy, brave but basically stupid and so thick that they were incapable of
understanding or appreciating anything beyond the most crudest level.
I am writing this letter on their VE-Day; as I said, let them have their circus. It is
but a trasitory respite fi-om their oppressive condition, it cannot sustain them as
the solid and enduring creed of National Socialism and the .spirit of Adolf Hider
invigorates us.
Yours sincerely,
A . C . , England

*

s 9

Dear Landsmann:
I enclose $50 for another year of Liberty Bell. The Jewsmedia keeps telling us
"there is no inflation," yet I nonce prices are going up constandy. In particular,
this year there have been massive increases in the pr4ice of vegetables, paper, postage and gasoline. O f course the biggest infladon has been i n the stock market,
which has been pumped up some 15% i n the last sbc months. From what I have
been able to find out, the U S government has been borrowing foreign currency,
buying dollars with, it to support the US currency and then using the dollars to
buy stocks. This allows the insider to sell their shares to the government at the top
of the market. They then put the money into treasury bonds, thus reducing their
interest rate. The government has thus selectively hyperinflated the financial markets with borrowed money. Please note that the value of the dollar has gone down
in tandem with the rise i n the markets. So far this hyperinflation has not reached
general prices but it is coming. Meanwhile, foolish members of the Mutual Fund
industry have been pouring public money into the stock bubble thus setting the'
public, pension fiinds, etc. up for the kill when the market collapses. A t some
point soon a major disaster will be arranged to give the market an excuse to collapse and the government will stop supporting the markets. A t that time there wiU
be a panic collapse of the markets of 50% or more. Take a tip from Clinton and
keep your money in Swiss Franks and gold like he does.
The media campaign over the Oklahoma City bombing is still on. Fortunately,
several things slipped thru the censorship, the most important of which were the
seismographic evidence of two explosions and the disscovery of at least two unexploded bombs inside the building. Bomb experts quoted i n Spotlight have
pointed out that there was no fertilizer residue, so the bomb could not have been
a fertilizer bomb. Anyway, anyone who has ever handled explosives can see the
building was blown up by charges attached to the main support pillars, The
bombers used Det C o r d (explosive cord) to tie the charges together and blow
them all at once using one detonator. The first explosion broke the Det Cord and
so only one charge i n the second row expploded. H a d they all exploded, the whole
building woidd have been pulled down into a 3-story rubble pile.
It is obvious the building was bombed by an intelligence agency. As to which
agency, I knew that the moment I heard that all 17 or so of the A T F employees i n
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'the building di not show up for work that day! N o w I hear that the FBI employ'ees did not sow up eldier! That makes it pretty obvious who bombed the building.
A coiifirmation of which is the speed which that "evil, coward" Clinton moved to
take poolitical advantage o f the bombing. He was obviously prepared in advance.
And what a show he put on! H e even cried over the children he had mtirdered!
The Jewish media outdid themselves i n mawkishness. You would have thought
they were talking about their beloved Holyhoax! Jewess Lyn Samuels actuidly 'said
on the air that "Clinton was too good for the American people." I had to shut off
the radio at that point. The mind boggles at imagining a country that Clinto is
"too good" for. Even Israel may not be that vile!
From the media campaign alone you can tell diere are going to be more terrorist
acts which will be blamed on the Jews' enemies. Soon the markets will crash wiping out the accumulated wealth of Americans for the last 50 years. W h e n that
crash comes, the. guilty Jews will need scapegoats, foreign and domestic, to blame
it on.
Your truly,
S.R., N e w York State

s

SB

e

M r . Dietz:
There are three books L . B . subscribers should find interesting; \)Fricnck-In-D<;id,
by Ravis and Melman. It details the groveling of nurherous ^(jy politicians and
others. 2.) The Passionate Attachment, by the faher-and-son team W . and A . Ball.
Interesting chiefly because of the tally of money the master race has squeezed out
of their serfs over the years. 3.) Dangerous Liason-, by A . and L . Cockburn, A follow-up to Green's Living By The Sword, and Ostrovsky's By Way of Deception
[available from Liberty Bell Publications]. A n excellent expose of dirty dealings by
the Jews i n their slave-state.
Incidentally, L . B . readers and all the rest of Jewish Amerika can now enjoy kosher
beer, Coor's now carries the circled " U " of the Union of Hebrew Congregations.
Enjoy!!
Sincerely,
H . J . R . M . , Washington
S

8

S

George,
I have been i n this fight for almost 40 years, but have got my degree i n the last few
years reading L B and the Professor (Oliver), and still learning.
Thanks George,
G . T . , Georgia

9 ® s
Maj. Joseph G . , Stano U S A F - R e t .
260 Navesink Avenue
Highlands,.N.J. 07732-1608
(908) 2 9 1 - O i l O
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21 July 1995
Dear Editor:
A n Open Letter T o T h e National Rifle Association:
It's painfully obvious that Rep, Charles Schumcr (D-N.Y,) wants to do away with
the Second Amendment and he seems to devote his every waking hour to attacking the N R A for daring to defend our Constitutional right to bear arms. The only
mystery is why the N R A lets Schumer get away with it.
Rep. Schumer endlessly insists that federal, state and local police negate the need
for any American citizen to bear arms. H e sees no need for the citizenry to be
armed as a check and balance to the tyranny of government as was clearly i n tended by our founding fathers. A n d now he desperately tries to justify the paramilitary assaults by the B A T F and the F B I on American citizens. What is truly
amazing about his performance is that he docs all o f this while treading water i n a
,sca of hypocrisy!
Although Rep. Schumer is unalterably opposed to Americans having guns and he
falsely claims that semi-automatic rifles and shotguns are "assault weapons"—a
military designation for a "light machine gun"-—^he supports the "rigjit" of the secret police of a foreign nation to roam the United States armed with real "assault
weapons" and "diplomatic immunity."
In the final pre-election months of the dismal Carter Administration, the desperation teached such a fever pitch that Carter sought to w i n support from the all
powerfU Israeli Lobby by an executive order that gave the Mossad, the Israeli Secret Police, the "right" to roam the United States armed with fliUy autoniatic
weapons. They carry " U z i " sub-machine guns and " U z i " machine pistols—weapons restricted i n the United States to police " S W A T " teams.
N o truly "sovereign" nation on this planet permits foreigners to carry weapons,
and the British public was properly outraged when Margaret Thatcher permitted
two American Secret Service agents the right to carry .38 cal. revolvers while
guarding President Reagan, even though Reagan had narrowly survived an assassination attempt.
N o t to be outdone by Carter, the Democrat controlled Congress, i n full panic,
then gave the Israeli Mossad "diplomatic immunity." "Diplomatic immunity" is
reserved for senior members of a foreign embassy, since anyone with diplomatic
immunity cannot be tried for any crime. Foreign diplomats have m n down and
killed American citizens i n the streets and escaped any form of punishment.
N o other nation on this planet has surrendered its national sovereignty so pathetically as has the United States of America.
A great world power like the principality of Liechtenstein is more of a "sovereign"
nation than the United States.
Each and every year. Amnesty International routinely condemns the Israeli Mossad for "assassinations" and "torture." W e have over two-hundred Mossad agents
right here i n the United States. They have offices i n most large cities. They go
about arraed with machine guns. A n d with "diplomatic immunity" they literally
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have a "licensc'Sc'<5 shoot down unarmed Americans in the streets—^like Palestinians!
Most importantly, their "rights" to weapons and diplomatic immunity are defended by Rep. Charles Schumer and others in the Israeli Lxjbby.
"When Schumer rails about the NRA being a powerful lobby in Washington, it's
the height of hypocrisy. The N R A Lobby is puny when compared to the most
powerfiil lobhy in Washington: The Israeli Lobby. Even the NRA is terrified of it.
So terrified diat the N R A dare not demand Schumer explain why the Mossad's
"assassms" and "torturers" have a "right" to roam the United States armed with
automatic weapons and diplomatic immunity, while the American citizens must
be disarmed. Having Schumer try to defend the Mossad would completely destroy
his credibility with the American public. If only the NRA can find the guts and
backbone to do it.
Sincerely,
Jos. G . Stano

DOES THE WEST
HAVE THE WILL TO SURVIVE?
That is the ohvioiis question poised by Jean Easpaire
temfying no-vel of the swamping- of the White world hy ;
an xmlimited flood of non-White "Vefogees," But there is •
also a leas obvious and even more fundamental question: Must Whites J&nd their way to a new Morality and :
a new spirituality in order to ikce the moral dhallenges
of th,e pr^ent and overcome thera? TBE CAMP OF
THE SAINTS is the most frightening book you will
ever read, It is frightening because it is ntterly believable, Tlie armada of refugee ships in Raspail^s story is
exactly like the one that dumped 150,000 Cubans from
JPidel Castro's prisons and insane asylums on our shores
in 1980
except this time the arm,ada is from Indian
with more than 70 times as large a population, And it is
only the first armada of many. If any book will awaken
White Americans to the danger they face from uncon- ;
trolled immigration, it is THE CAMP OF THE SAINTS.
For your copy (Order Na 03014) send $10<00 plus $2.00 for
postage and handBng) to:

KEEP THE LIBERTYBEU

RINGING!

Please remember: Our Fight is YoiJr figtitl Donate whatever you
can spare on a regular - monthly or quarterly - tasis. Whether it is
\, $5., $20., or $100, or more; rest assured.it is needed here and
will be used in our common struggle. If you are a businessman,
postage stamps In any denomination are a legitimate business expense—and we need and use many of these here every m o n t h and will be gratefully accepted as donations.
Your donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet know
what is in store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, and, most importantly, our
reprints of revealing articles which are Ideally suited for mass distribution at reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Bell for
distribution to your circle of friends, neighbors, and'relatives, urging
them to subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are
shown on the Inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along your cop'^ of Liberty Bell, and copies of reprints you
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be on our
"wave length," and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry on the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
aliert domination, even if you can only Join our ranks in spirit. You
can provide for this by bequest. The following are suggested forms
of bequests which you may Include in your Last Will and Testament:
1.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the sum of $ , . .
. . . . for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to Mr. George P. Dletz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P.O. Box 21, Reedy WV 25270 USA, the following
described property
for general purposes.

UBERTY BEULIPUBUCATIONS

DO YOUR PART TODAY-HELP FREE OUR WHITE
RACE FROM ALIEN DOMINA TION!
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